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Public Radio Finds It More Difficult
To Fund Equipment Projects
BY RANDY J. STINE

program this spring. Congress zeroed out
PTFP funding for the current fiscal year
in a continuing resolution to keep the
federal government operational.
While the Corporation for Public
Broadcasting also funds asmall portion

WASHINGTON — A source of money
on which many public broadcasters
depend to address equipment needs is
gone, leaving stations reviewing capital

HISTORY OF FEDERAL SUPPORT FOR PTFP
70
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RLD'S Dougherty transmitter
?membered. — Page 18
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PTFP Shutdown Leaves
Pubcasters Scrambling

The advent of RadioText Plus,
the arrival of a new generation of car
receivers and the inclusion of FM tuners

in mobile devices are among the reasons broadcasters may need to rethink
their datacasting strategies.
The RDS session at the spring NAB
Show brought attendees up to date.
Moderated by Steve Davis of Clear
Channel, it featured Tony Peterle of
Worldcast Systems; Alan Jurison of
Citadel Broadcasting, who has written extensively about RDS in Radio
World; and Jim Roberts of The Radio
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Amounts shown indicate total federal funding levels available for both radio and
television PTFP grant awards by year. The 2012 figure is requested funding only.
expenditure plans and in some cases
delaying projects indefinitely.
The National Telecommunications and
Information Administration lost funding for its Public Telecommunications
Facility Program national matching grant

of station operations, it does not provide
grants strictly for equipment replacement. The elimination of PTFP comes
at atime when CPB's digital conversion
funds are squeezed — all having the
(continued on page 5)
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NEWS
to stop broadcast operations in Florida. The FCC canceled
authorizations for the five translators. BTI agreed to spin

NEWSROUNDUP
NA ft The association's joint board has anew chairman.
TV Board Chair Paul Karpowicz, president of Meredith
Corp., succeeded Steve Newberry, president/CEO of
Commonwealth Broadcasting. The board also indicated its
approval of NAB President/CEO Gordon Smith by giving him
a unanimous thumbs up for another year. Caroline Beasley
was reelected radio board chair.
FCC TECH EXPERTISE -The Society of Broadcast Engineers
supports aHouse bill to put more technical expertise on the
staffs of FCC commissioners. Rep. Cliff Stearns, R- Fla., introduced House Bill 2102, acompanion bill to Senate Bill 611,

Largest Inventory.
Same Day Shipping.

off asixth Key West translator that didn't move. The commission said Lacy had filed aseries of minor change applications specifying roadside locations for the translators.
After an application was granted, it said, Lacy would
drive to the location, park his truck and operate the translator for two to five hours using atelescoping antenna and
portable generator. " Lacy then discontinued operations,
disassembled the equipment, loaded it back up into his
vehicle, and drove away," according to the agency. Clear
Channel and VVXD.1 Licensing complained. The consent
decree does not involve amonetary settlement because
Lacy provided proof that he doesn't have the funds to pay.

introduced earlier by Sen. Olympia Snowe, R- Maine. SBE
leadership met with Stearns' Washington staff in March. The

HADFIELD RFIOCATEti Pacific
Northwest radio engineer Marty

bills would authorize each commissioner to appoint afourth
staff member who is an engineer or computer scientist.

Hadfield has joined Clear Channel
as DOE for the Seattle cluster, succeeding Ken Broeffle. Hadfield
most recently was DOE for Alpha

FM TRANSLATORS: The FCC said its Media Bureau and
Broadcast Towers Inc., licensee of five translators in
Florida, signed aconsent decree. The agency stops its
investigation into aseries of BTI-owned translator moves
from the Florida Keys to the Miami market, which other
broadcasters called an abuse of the agency's translator

facility upgrades. He has spent his
broadcast engineering career in the
Northwest, starting in 1976. That

process. BTI and its sole proprietor, William R. Lacy, agreed

includes 17 years as VP of engineering for Entercom Seattle.

Broadcasting's Portland, Ore.,
operations where he oversaw studio
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SORRY TO SEE BAKER
LEAVE THE PORTALS
I'm sorry to see Meredith Baker leave
the commission two years into what is
normally afive-year stint.
I've got no problem with Baker
departing the agency to become chief
lobbyist for NBCUniversal. Under new
lobbying rules, she'll be barred from
lobbying her former commission colleagues for two years
— and longer if President Obama wins re-election in
2012 — but can start cajoling and persuading members of
Congress immediately.
Before she went into public service seven years ago, the
politically-connected Baker was atelecom attorney and

cell industry lobbyist. It's useful for an FCC
commissioner to understand how business
works, and Baker does.
Before she came to the Portals she was
acting administrator of NTIA; she was also
in charge of the set-top box coupon program for TV's digital transition.

Top of the POTS
The lelos Hxl takes the POTS hybrid to a
whole new level of performance!
•Sweetens and controls caller audio
•
Advanced hybrid algorithms
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Wide- range AGC and noise gate by Omnia
•Adjustable caller override
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But at the FCC, she's been part of a
Republican minority in a3-2 Democraticcontrolled commission; her ideas, no matter

$679"!
"Broadcast Supply
Wordlwide, They
don't just supply me,
they support me.
I
depend on them
for all my broadcast
engineering needs."

how good they are, won't get the attention
from within the agency or the public that
the chairman's would. That must have been frustrating.
I'll miss her personally. She's smart and very well-spoken.
And of all the commissioners I've met and covered over
the years, she has the best fashion sense. You don't often
see abureaucrat sporting peep-toe leopard print pumps
with abasic Washington-wonk suit.

Fred Scotti
Sr. Engineer
Talk Radio Network
Central Point, OR
•

•
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At IBB, aCall for Rejuvenation
Uncle Sam's Radio Engineers Face Familiar Problems
If you're atech manager in abureaucracy, you'll appreciate the headaches that
confront engineers at the International
Broadcasting Bureau.
Lack of standards, poor IT wiring,
vulnerable points-of-failure, an inundation
of new platforms and low morale might
plague any organization. But we get an
unusually frank look at such problems
within the technical arm of U.S. international broadcasting thanks to an in-house
report that carne to light recently.

'SERIOUS IMPEDIMENT'
Intriguing is how
he paints issues within
IBB's two technology
spheres — traditional
engineering and IT —

and how those overlap, not
always smoothly.
"Today's effective separation and isolation between
engineering and IT constitutes
a serious impediment to progress," Mendes wrote.
He laid out problems facing
engineering staff, noting the proliferation of platforms they must
learn — AM, FM, satellite radio, satellite
TV, Internet and telephone-based content
distribution — without cuts elsewhere
(sound familiar?). He called it a "silent
but ever-growing burden of aburgeoning

distribution methodologies portfolio."
He talks about the complexity of systems engineers must administer, declining financial resources; adisorganized,
incoherent Network Control Center;
and lack of asolid business continuity/

YOUR ULTIMATE

SUPPLY 43t SERVICE SOLUTION
Nautel Representative of the Year for
Outstanding Nautel Sales and Service
At NAB 2011 in Las Vegas, Lightner Electronics was recognized
by Nautel for sales 8. service. Just another reason why more
and more broadcasters choose Lightner Electronics for thier
ultimate supply & service stop.
Come visit us online and see what we have to offer.

Matt Lightner

LIGHTNER ELECTRONICS
Toll Free 1-866-239-3888

FROM THE

EDITOR
Paul McLane

Plan." A Freedom
of Information Act
request led to its publication on nonprofit
governmentanic.org.

Mendes described a ' silent but evergrowing burden of aburgeoning distribution
methodologies portfolio.' Sound familiar?

It was written in 2010 by the new top
engineer at the IBB, which supports the
Broadcasting Board of Governors. That
in turn runs Voice of America, Radio Free
Europe/Radio Liberty, Radio Free Asia,
the Middle East Broadcasting Networks
and the Office of Cuba Broadcasting.
André V. Mendes set out a plan of
how to "transform" their technical and
IT operations. As I wrote on Radio
World's website, the attention-grabber
is arecommendation to lay out aplan to
"sunset" U.S. shortwave operations; but
there's lots of interesting reading in the
"2010-2012 BBG Technology Strategic

July I, 2011
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disaster plan.
Poignantly, he described a shift
in job skill relevance among engineers as BBG's dependence on
shortwave shifts to third-party
operations, satellite and other
platforms. "This issue is further
compounded by the relatively
difficult transition from a traditional RF, antenna, transmitter
design and maintenance knowledge base to the technologies
involved in digital satellite and
IP-based networking systems."
He also identified a problem of low morale among
engineers, calling the mood
"palpable."
Meantime, while the IT
side "manages to deliver a
relatively high level of service," he identified multiple
single points of failure in
critical IT infrastructure;
poor layout and maintenance; "nonexistent"
business continuity and
disaster recovery plans;
and other issues.
He wrote that the organization's network was dependent on a single enterprise-class Cisco core router whose failure would "severely cripple the entire
agency" for an extended period. He
provided photos as evidence that "the
cabling infrastructure that supports the
BBG network is in serious disarray,"
criticized past decisions regarding the
agency's e-mail platform and spoke of
"blurry lines of responsibility, finger
pointing, morale issues and lower overall
performance" in IT.
Overall, and without accusing individuals, he wrote that various circumstances
had created an "organizational insularity" at IBB that called for arejuvenation.

PLAYING CATCHUP
On a broad level, he recommended
that the organization consolidate platforms.
"In the engineering arena, this
approach will be mostly focused on the
usage of shortwave and the pragmatic
analysis of its expected lifespan and
overall scope of global operations but
also will include continued migration to
MPEG-4 compression technology and
steady introduction of IP transmission
protocols. In the IT arena, this process
will endeavor to quickly reduce the number of computing and storage platforms."
He recommended use of server, storage
(continued on page 12)
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effect of giving pubcasters fewer options
to fund at least some portions of their cap
ex projects with federal dollars.
The PTFP shutdown means all grant
applications for 2011 have been set aside
and will be destroyed, though NTIA
staff will continue to monitor previously awarded grants to ensure that taxpayer funds are used responsibly and
efficiently.
Asked if the program might be refunded, some observers in the noncom community described the chances
as slim, at least in the short term.
"Historically, once funding for a program is cut from the federal budget, it
is difficult to get those dollars back," a
National Public Radio executive said.
Advocates of the grants said funding has been under attack by some
members of Congress, mostly House
Republicans, for years.
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This will be a
significant loss of
funding.
—Tim Warner

lic radio and television stations.
"With the program's assistance, public radio today reaches approximately
90 percent of the country's population,"
according to the NTIA website.
PTFP was a competitive grant program to help public broadcasting stations, state and local governments, native
tribes and nonprofits build facilities for
educational and cultural programs.
The awards were matching grants.
NTIA-PTFP funds could provide no
more than 75 percent of eligible project costs for aconstruction project that
would extend public broadcasting services. For projects to replace or improve
equipment, PTFP's general policy was to
provide no more than 50 percent federal
funding, according to the NTIA website.
The program received 225 applications from radio and TV stations for
fiscal 2010, asking for atotal of $40.7
million; it awarded 126 grants totaling
about $20.5 million. For radio specifically, PTFP approved 73 awards totaling $8 million in 2010, according to
National Public Radio and previous
Radio World reporting.
Typical is the grant application filed
by South Dakota Public Broadcasting
asking for $272,000 in PTFP money
for FY2011 to help build a full-power
FM in Watertown, S.D. The public
broadcaster operates 10 full-power radio

Doug Vernier
stations and another nine low-power
translators in the state.
"We have benefitted greatly from
PTFP through the years. All of our FM
projects were built with the assistance of
PTFP. We have had to place on hold an
FM project planned for this year because
of the lack of funding," said Don Forseth,
technical services coordinator for South
Dakota Public Broadcasting.
"We still hope to one day build the
(Watertown) project, but it will have to
be community funded. We have alocal
steering committee exploring ways to
raise the money locally. The whole
project is going to cost $400,000. We
(confirmed on page 6)
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Federal funding for the Corporation of
Public Broadcasting itself has come under
fire by some in Congress. An appropriations subcommittee plan released earlier
this year would have completely phased
out federal CPB dollars within two years.
CPB essentially was funded at the same
level as last year in acontinuing resolution passed in April.
Federal cuts also come at a time
when many states are cutting funding
levels for public broadcasting programs
and operations. For example, Florida
Gov. Rick Scott in May signed a bill
that eliminates all state spending to public radio and television stations.
Noncommercial radio broadcasters
will need to find other funding resources
to move projects ahead, most likely
from local fundraising, public radio
observers said.
HISTORY
PTFP has played a major role in
the development of public broadcasting
infrastructure across the United States
for nearly 50 years.
It began operations as part of the
Educational Television Facilities Program
in the U.S. Office of Education, which
was signed into law by President John F.
Kennedy in 1962. The goal of the program
was to expand the coverage areas of pub-
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(continued from page 5)
had hoped to use PTFP money to cover the tower and
antenna expenses."
In addition, the loss of PTFP funding means emergency grants used by pubcasters when amajor equipment
failure hit in the past will not be available, Forseth said.
"We lost atower once and submitted successfully to
PTFP for emergency funds to rebuild. That won't be
happening anymore."
Expanding new noncommercial service into underserved areas was the "highest priority" of the PTFP, said
Tim Warner, president of Timothy L. Warner Inc., a
consulting engineering firm.
"The federal government has just eliminated the
single best source of funding to do that," Warner said.
"This will be asignificant loss of funding. There is no
other place to look for grants to fund equipment purchases for noncommercial broadcasters."
Warner said many of his clients have put projects
on indefinite hold because of the recent developments.
Others continue moving forward but with drastically
different government funding levels, he said.
"People are looking at every other conceivable
source of funding, from foundations to other grants,
but there is no one else doing significant grant writing
for equipment because PTFP has always been there."
Warner speculated that the end of PTFP funding was
continued backlash against public broadcasting in the
United States.
"There is an anti-public broadcaster movement. It's a
political attack on public broadcasting that's coming at
the same time as adownturn in the economy."
FUNDING LEVELS DROPPED
National funding levels for PTFP had declinced
significantly through the years. Appropriations had
been averaging around $20 million per year since
FY2004, said Doug Vernier, president of V-Soft
Communications, abroadcast engineering consulting
firm.
Funding for PTFP was cut drastically from $43.5
million in FY2003 — its largest regular appropriation
ever — to $21.8 million in FY2004.
"There was always a lot of competition for the
money and that has increased as funding levels dipped
through the years," Vernier said.
"The grant applications had to be very detailed. It
was a well-run program. I'm afraid it's unlikely any
money is going to come from the federal government
anymore [for equipment]. Unless you are in a major
city, it is increasingly difficult for stations to raise
money for equipment needs.
"For those broadcasters holding CPs with the threeyear window closing to get the station built, it will be
devastating not to have grants for equipment available
any longer."
Vernier is the former director of broadcasting services
for the University of Northern Iowa and used PTFP
grants to expand the school's broadcast services. He
said the size of PTFP radio grants ranged from under
$100,000 to several million dollars, depending on the
project.
"It's very difficult for most public radio stations to
find money for equipment these days because of the
high cost of operations," Vernier said.
But efforts to have PTFP funds restored in fiscal
2012 are already underway. National Public Radio has
asked Congress to approve $20 million in funds for
PTFP for FY2012, said Mike Riksen, vice president of

Don Forseth, technical services coordinator for South
Dakota Public Broadcasting, stands in the server
room of the Network Operations Center in Vermillion,
S.D. He says the loss of PTFP funding means emergency grants used by pubcasters when amajor
equipment failure hit in the past will not be available.
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policy and representation for NPR.
"PTFP money has been critical to the equipment
infrastructure of public broadcasters. We'll restate that
to Congress. Even though the fund is relatively small, it
is heavily relied upon by public radio stations to replace
equipment that is worn out or antiquated. It has been a
big boost to public radio stations and keeping them on
the air," Riksen said.
PTFP funding was used by stations for purposes that
the Corporation for Public Broadcasting does not fund,
analysts said.
Bruce Theriault, senior vice president of radio for
the Corporation for Public Broadcasting, said CPB
typically funds programming and operations for public
radio and television stations and not equipment replacement projects.
"On average CPB funds about 15 to 20 percent of
public radio stations operations. If the broadcaster
wants, they can use some of that money on equipment,
but that hasn't happened much. We are not an equipment program, per se," Theriault said.
Broadcasters have about tapped out the CPB fund
for digital conversions, too, he said. The CPB digital
technology fund for radio and television conversions
decreased from $36 million in FY2010 to $6million in
FY2011, and CPB is not in position to pick up any of
the slack with the loss of PTFP, he said.
"There is going to be abig squeeze happening here.
It will be a hardship especially for Native American
and rural radio stations in trying to build new facilities. The financial burden for equipment needs will fall
directly on areas that already have adifficult time raising money," Theriault said.
National Telecommunications and Information
Administration officials declined to speculate about the
possibility of PTFP grants ever being re-funded.

WHAT DID PTFP FUND?
Here's asampling of radio projects awarded
PTFP federal grants in 2010; dollar figures are
rounded off:
• $68,000 to Humboldt State University in Arcata,
Calif., to purchase digital production stuaio and
control room equipment for KHSU(FM).
• $69,000 to Pataphysical Broadcasting Foundation
in Santa Cruz, Calif., to replace analog on- air
and production audio consoles with digital audio
consoles for KUSKFM).
• $80,000 to Spokane Public Radio rc to act: vate public station KPBW(FM), at 91.9 MHz,
in Brewster, Wash., as arepeater station al
KPBX(FM), Spokane, Wash.
• $ 148,000 to Radio Bilingue in Fresno, Calif., 10
activate apublic station at 88.1 MHz in Douglas,
Ariz., as arepeater station of KS1V(FM) in
Fresno.
• $20,000 to Cumberland Communities
Corporation in Knoxville, Tenn., for emergency funding to replace the transmitter for
WDVX(FM), which was lost as the result of a
lightning strike.
• $ 19,000 to Grand Valley Public Radio in Grand

Junction, Colo., to replace the existing transmission facility for KAFM(FM).
• $ 52,000 to Hawaii Public Radio to activate a
repeater station for KIPO(FM) at 89.7 MHz on
Maui.
• $ 112,000 to KUTE Inc., in Ignacio, Colo., to
replace automation system, add generators at
two transmitter sites and build avoice ove7.studio at KSUT(FM).
• $ 74,000 to Driftless Community Radio, Inc., in
Viroqua, Wis., to activate WDRT(FM) on 91.9
MHz.
• $ 50,000 to KDUR Radio in Durango, Colo., to
replace audio consoles and associated equipment in production and control rooms for
KDUR(FM).
• $ 105,000 to San Diego State University
Research Foundation for the digital conversion
of KPBS(FM) in San Diego and KQVO(FM) in
Calexico, Calif.
•Funding for nine new radio stations serving Native American communities in Arizona,
California, Idaho, Minnesota, New Mexico and
South Dakota.

Photo by Bob Kovacs
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Experience/Broadcast Electronics.
Peterle began the session with an
overview of the basics, reminding the
audience that RDS data rate is quite
slow, only about four times the speed
of the old UPI teletype machines. From
there it only gets worse as you factor
in bits used for error correction, PI
code, housekeeping and PS. This limited speed means that broadcasters may
need to make compromises in order for
all RDS services to function.
Peterle explained how group sequence
determines the order and frequency of
groups sent. For example, astation may
transmit radio text (RT), group 2A;
program service name (PS), group OA;
traffic message channel (TMC), group
8A; Open Data Applications Identifier
(ODA), group 3A; and clock-time-date,
group 4A.
With 20 percent of bandwidth allocated for each of the five group types,
six of each group would be sent every
three seconds. This is acceptable for
TMC and RT, but will not work for
scrolling PS, since six OA groups in
three seconds is not enough to defeat
"scrolling-resistant" receivers.
The good news, Peterle added, is that
groups 3A and 4A only need to be sent
a few times a minute. By constructing
longer group sequences, the impact of
the 3A and 4A groups can be minimized.
Some data services such as emergency messaging need bandwidth when
messages are being sent, but much less
when the service is idle. Encoders with
extended group sequence can reallocate
bandwidth dynamically to emergency
messages, and return it to other groups
when the emergency buffer is empty.
By managing the group sequence and
the extended group sequence, astation
has abetter chance of providing listeners with amore robust RDS experience.
DASHBOARD PHENOMENON
The RDS receiver landscape has
seen many changes, according to Alan
Jurison.
RDS is now almost exclusively an
automotive phenomenon. Low- and
mid-priced RDS table radios and portables seem to be disappearing, leaving
text displays only on high-end receivers.
Most modern auto receivers feature
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The RDS summary, top left, shows groups used and the current data in each.
The group sequence display, top right, shows each data group type as it is
broadcast. At bottom, the RDS group count indicates how much bandwidth each
type of group occupies. These three images are from an Audemat Navigator 100
mobile measurement system.
bigger displays, with PS and RT fields
shown together. Most support RT+.
There is no standard for how RDS
receivers display text, so it is wise to
view your station's datacasting display
on several receivers to make sure you're
coming across the way you intend.
Jurison showed displays from several
radios to make the point that broadcasters need to be clear about the differences
between PS and RT.
With older, inexpensive receivers
such as the DenonTU-150ORD, the display will not fit 64 characters, so it
scrolls RT. Because the RT is scrolling,
many confuse it with dynamic PS. These
older receivers caused many broadcasters to be PS-focused.
Newer radios, however, support RT
equally, if not better than PS. To ignore
RT is to ignore the user experience on
newer radios.
He adds that some stations are still
doing dynamic PS and are not transmitting RT at all. The radio displays Jurison
showed made the point that stations
without RT do not present themselves
well on the newer receivers.
He adds that some of these newer
receivers do not show the PS, and if
you have static RT, they can no longer
see dynamic content such as song titles.
Stations doing dynamic PS should be
sending dynamic RT as well.

New receivers emphasize RT over PS,
meaning that your station should evaluate the RT sending rate of your RDS
encoder. Factory defaults often have
slow RT send rates. Since receivers often
wait for RT to be sent twice, the process
slows down dramatically, sometimes taking as much as 15 seconds.
Jurison also reminded the audience of
RF and FCC issues surrounding RDS.
Guidelines for injection level recommend between 3 and 11 percent.
Too low alevel, and receivers may not

decode RDS, while too high alevel robs
main channel modulation. With newer
receivers, 6 percent injection is agood
starting point. Levels should be set with
amodulation monitor that supports RDS
injection display.
FCC rules allow stations to increase
total modulation 5percent for each additional FM subcarrier, up to 110 percent
maximum for two or more subcarriers.
The RDS subcarrier must be synchronized with the pilot. Sync problems can
cause issues with RDS reception. When
properly synched, the modulation peaks
of the RDS subcarrier will be slightly
reduced, leaving more room for main
channel modulation.
One of the hot topics for RDS,
according to Jurison, is interfacing with
EAS units so that alerts may be broadcast in text form. A few stations have
hacked custom solutions, but manufacturers are just beginning to develop
firmware so that EAS and RDS units
can talk to each other. No standard for
interoperability exists yet.
Jurison said Inovonics has firmware
available for download to enable its 730
encoder to interface with Sage and Digital
Alert Systems devices. The EAS receiver
truncates alert messages to 64-character
format, and sends it to the RDS encoder
via serial or TCP/IP connection.
REVENUE ENHANCEMENT
Roberts began his presentation with
tagging. Fifth- and sixth-generation
iTunes devices support RT+ tagging of
artist and song title. Affiliate tagging is
no longer supported for RDS.
He then described revenue opportunities offered by RDS. They include
high-impact ads, such as running messages all day for asingle advertiser. An
example would be ads for aflower shop
right before Mother's Day.
Linked events involve running RDS
text at the same time as acommercial.
Messages may be the advertiser's phone
(continued on page 10)

Confusion Between PS and RT
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• Some stations are still
doing dynamic PS and are
not transmitting RT at all.
• Consider adding RT
support, as your station'
does not appear well on
newer receivers.
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Alan Jurison's presentation at NAB included adiscussion about the confusion
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RDS

true of information that was put on automation

(continued from page 8)

number, acoupon code or Web address. With
HD. graphics can be included.
Roberts adds that what stations should not
do is clutter their RDS with an endless barrage
of ads. or " radio spam," lest listeners become
saturated and ignore RDS altogether.

One hot topic, Jurison
said, is how to interface
RDS with EAS units so that
alerts may be broadcast in
text form.

systems before the days of RDS. Examples
include editing inappropriate song titles; adding missing information such as album names;
and adding iTunes or other store ID.
Roberts adds that solutions include manually cleaning up the automation database; substituting alocal database external to automation;
employing a corporate database group- wide;
and using third- party databases such as iTunes.
Amazon or TagStation.
Opportunities exist to extend datacasting
by exporting " now playing" data onto social
networking sites. For example. stations can set
up a separate Twitter account where listeners
can " favor" certain songs.
Roberts concluded with applications of
crowdsourcing in radio. New services give
listeners the opportunity to make real-time
decisions on what music airs on astation.
Key players in radio crowdsourcing include
1_,DR.1, enabling listener input several times
an hour; LDR.Tztkeover, allowing entire day-

HD Radio offers enhancements, most notably the Artist Experience, which allows listeners to view graphics on receivers with compatible displays. Possible applications include
station logos, album art and sponsor graphics.
Artist Experience also will allow broadcasters
to post advertising images linked to traditional
audio advertisements.
In many cases, the data to be used for RDS
may need to be enhanced. This is especially

parts with listener control; Jelli, a syndicated
platform which integrates with the station.
enabling real-time engagement only when the
show is on the air; and CrowdControl from The
Radio Experience, which lets listeners vote for
individual songs. or collectively program entire
hours of your HD multicast channels.
Tom Vernon is a lon,gtime contributor to
Radio World. Read Alan Jurison's RDS article
series at www.radioworld.com/article/99554.

NEWSROUNDUP
FAIRNESS: FCC Chairman Julius Genachowski told Congress he
supports striking Fairness Doctrine language from federal regulations. House Commerce Committee Chairman Fred Upton,
R- Mich., and Communications Subcommittee Chair Greg Walden,
R- Ore., made the request. The doctrine required stations to air
controversial issues of public importance and seek out opposing
viewpoints. The FCC ruled in 1987 that it was unconstitutional
and unenforceable, but language remained on the books, as did
provisions involving personal attack and equal time, which the
commission repealed in 2000.
'REIMAGINED' WEBSITE: The architect of the commission's
revamped website, Steve VanRoekel, left his position as FCC
Managing Director to take ajob with the U.S. Agency for
International Development. The exit comes as the FCC received
complaints about the site's ease of navigation. The " reimagined"
FCC.gov is part of Genachowski's effort to make the site easier
for consumers to understand. VanRoekel told The Hill that other
changes are coming to make the site easier for industry people to
navigate. In the meantime, the agency gives users an option to
access the former site.
SCHILLER: NBC hired former NPR executive Vivian Schiller to a
new position overseeing the digital strategy of the news unit.
NBC created the position of chief digital officer. Schiller, who
starts mid-July, will oversee NBC News's strategy on websites and
mobile devices. She resigned from NPR in March amid controversy
over perception of political bias at the public broadcaster.
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IMARKETPLACE
SOUND4 SOUNDS OFF: The
Sound4 Voice AD is athree-band, sixchannel voice processor with analog/
digital in and out, for use in live studios
and adaptable to various kinds of voice.
It runs on aSound4 PCI express board
card, powered with Shark DSPs. It is also
available in aLivewire In/Out version.

July 1,2011

NEWS
IT'S A FLUKE:

The Fluke 381 is a
remote display true-RMS AC/DC handheld clamp meter. The detachable
remote/wireless LCD display operates
up to 30 feet from the measurement
is aPA output on the rear for powered speakers and acontrollable headphone output on the front.
Info: www.arx.com.au

DO THE SPLITS: The U.S. operation of Germany's Stagetec offers the
On Air 24 console, for small clusters
and stations. The surface controls a
digital network using aNexus fiberoptic audio distribution system (router,
I/O, processing) and Linux OS. Each
modular four-fader bucket is linkable,

BLOWIN' THE WIND: Rack,
enclosure and accessories maker
Crenlo introduced alarge, 2RU horizontally-mounted ducted fan/blower
for keeping equipment cooler. The

The HQ Sound 192 kHz processing chain includes athree-band noise
gate, advanced de-esser, three-band
processor, four-band parametric EQ
and brick-will limiter for finalization. Its dedicated graphical user interface shows the six mics, status, characteristics and user names. Sound4 offers
"Session Recall" so it is possible to save
mics characteristics with loaded users
presets and recall them by mouse click.
The Sound4 Voice AD uses Network
Preset Management to centralize and
distribute user presets on any Sound4
Voice processors connected to the network, and can manage an unlimited
quantity of users.
Each processor can accommodate
up to six microphones, which can be
located in several studios. Studios may
save and recall their own sessions.
Sound4 is aFrench company
launched in 2007; its products include
RDS, audio over IP and audio routing.
Info: www.sound4.biz

BROADCAST BOX: ARX presents
the BSX 16, asplitter aimed at press
and presentation rooms and events;
it's active, rack-mounted, two-in and
16-out. Features include abank of
outputs that offer mic or line-level signals. Inputs have 20 dB pads. Outputs
are transformer isolated for shutting
down ground loop hums. All I/O is
XLR. Inputs have gain and level controls along with 48 V phantom. There

HD Radio

or

nautelió

gad o

jumbo blower can move 250 cubic
feet of air per minute. A dust filter is
optional. Also new is an extra-long
power strip/power distribution unit.
Consisting of 24 outlets, in two separate circuits, it will handle 30 A duties
and comes with mounting hardware.
UL and ITE-compliant.
Info: www.crenlo.com

point. Measurement capability is 1000
A AC and DC current with fixed jaw;
1000 V AC and DC; frequencies to 500
Hz and True-RMS AC voltage and current for measurements on nonlinear
signals. It features min., max., average and in-rush recording to capture
variations automatically and 60 kohms
resistance measurement with continuity detection. An iFlex flexible loop
probe can be used for measuring items
that anormal clamp can't.
Info: www.fluke.com

IBB
(continued from page 4)
and networking virtualization. He said BBG should colocate
systems into data centers with multiple redundancy layers, and
eventually migrate much of its application portfolio into cloud
computing; he pointed out that BBG is already using the cloud
in some applications.
He also laid out operational recommendations, starting
in the first year with changing the name of the Office of
Engineering and Technical Services (to Technology, Services
and Innovation); setting up anew tech management structure;
creating an application and database to manage transmission and content distribution assets; and creating aSecurity,
Business Continuity and Disaster Recovery Office.
He called for continued migration to MPEG-4 content
encoding; an upgrade of the Network Control Center; outsourcing of station operations in Bangkok and Udom in
Thailand; and applying what is learned from that outsourcing
to other shortwave operations. He recommended abig IT consolidation effort; fixing IT wiring; eliminating single points of
failure; implementing ahosted e-mail, IM, conferenCing and
Blackberry server system; and expanding the use of internal
intranet sites.
It's not clear how many of his goals, if adopted, were
accomplished in the last 12 months. He also laid out broader
goals for the second year.

SLOW SUNSET
Inever met André V. Mendes; indeed Ilearned while
writing my online article that he is aformer contributor to

up to 24 faders. " Split-fader" modules
can be installed in custom furniture.
Each fader channel has rotary encoders, programmable buttons, OLED visuals and 100 mm Penney & Giles motorized fader. A separate monitor panel
offers info on source and level controls, UR and talkback, etc. The On Air
24 operates as stereo or 5.1 surround
sound. DSP such as EQ, compressor,
gate and delay are included. The surface is functional with Windows-based
PC monitoring and remote control systems. Interfaces for major third-party
automation platforms are available or
can be customized.
Info: www.stagetec.com

Radio World's sister publication TV Technology. But based
on my limited exposure to the subject, his report seems an
intelligent discussion of real problems.
Ican imagine he upset some apple carts. Who wants
photos of their bad wiring spread around the Internet? And
whether Mendes and the staff have the chops to change an
entrenched technology culture embedded within a federal
bureaucracy is hard to predict.
As far as shortwave, Mendes did recommend that the
organization create astrategy to "sunset" SW operations.
Ithink the term "sunset" is misleading because it suggests
a finality that the report doesn't recommend. Mendes told
me in a subsequent e-mail that shortwave "will remain an
important medium for the BBG where it is aviable one, but
its use will be driven by audience habits and the relative costs
of transmission."
However, it's noteworthy that atop technical executive is
using that language, and it shows the direction BBG management is likely to continue.
Expect more reductions of BBG-owned SW facilities;
more outsourcing; more sharing of resources with other
broadcasters; and/or more leasing of capacity from third parties. If you're interested in the fate of U.S. shortwave, all the
more reason to read his report, which concluded among other
things that "the decision process for station closing does not
appear to follow an overt decision and stated plan to reduce
shortwave usage."
You can read it in PDF format; visit governmentattic.org,
key phrase BBG Technology. Note that it is followed by
separate earlier information about the organization's technology and new media efforts.

Why do Axia consoles do phones best?
(Hint: who's your daddy?)

Other consoles treat phones like an afterthought. But Axia's parent company is Telas, so
phones are part of our DNA. Consider our Element AolP console, and the Tellos VX broadcast
VolP phone system. Both amazing an their own. But when you connect them — magic.
Total integration, so talent can run complex talkshows without taking their hands off the
board. Effortless. A dedicated hybrid for each caller, each assigned to its own fader, with
automatic mix -minus and talkback. Painless hookup via CAT- 5 —nolextra I/O or logic
connections required. An all- digital path for crystal-clear caller audio, even from cell phones.
That's the Telas connection. And only Axia gets it. Axia: the console that talks Telos.
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Mushroom Design Secures Equipment
Why Let Guitarists Have All the Fun?
It's a great day when you find a
product designed for another industry
that can be used productively in broadcast applications. Power-All Power Grip
pedal board tape, provided by Godlyke
Distributing, is one.

online for $ 14.95. On the website is a
video that demonstrates the installation
and results; see www.godlyke.com under
the Power-Grip pull-down.

I

How about to secure that copy stand
atop the console? The stand can be
removed to get inside the board; otherwise it stays put. Or secure remote equipment accessories like power supplies to
the sides of their respective units.
Wherever you need a strong bond,
Power-Grip tape will work. Keep in mind
that the adhesive backing is very strong
and may remove paint from the surface
when the time comes to pull it up.

WORKBENCH
)
. John Bisset

Read more Workbench articles online at radioworld.com

The original idea came about because
musicians were using hook-and-loop fastening tape to secure guitar pedals to
wooden boards. The adhesive would give
up, and the pedals on the boards would
fall off.
Power-Grip is simple and ingenious.
Pieces of the tape mate to itself via rows
of mushroom-shaped posts that form
a much stronger bond than traditional
hook-and- loop fasteners do. Plus, when
its adhesive backing cures to the surface
to which it is affixed, it's not going
anywhere.
The tape is sold in 1 meter (3937inch) by 1-inch rolls, and can be ordered

he says. One quick "temporary" wire
here and there — well, we've all seen it.

work on the studio blocks with trepidation, afraid he might take the studio down.
Tired of the situation, he drew up plans
to rewire them. A complete overhaul
would have been better, but this was the
next best thing.

Phillip found himself approaching any

(continued on page 16)

So where can this be used around the
station?

ost engineers look forward to
doing a studio reconstruction
project at least once in their careers.
Phillip Vaughan dropped off "before
and after" pictures. He says Fig. 1is representative of wiring at the facility, so you
know he had his work cut out for him.
"It's amazing how bad the wiring
can get around astation over the years,"

Fig. 1: A rat's nest like this might scare anyone off.

Control Audio Levels

lnovonics 261 Stereo Utility Processor
The all-digital solution for onsite and offsite level control.
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The future is calling.
(It's for you.)

These days, nearly everything is networked.

they're available for use anywhere in your

"virtual phones" in production rooms, news

And now, so are your broadcast phones.

facility. And if you decide you want to use VoIP

workstations, or anywhere there's aPC with a

Meet lelos VX, the multi-line, multi-studio,

services,VX can do that too.

networked talkshow system.

USB mic and headset.Got ahot talkshow that

VX is so scalable, it can mariage multiple

VX uses standard Ethernet to connect all

simtitaneous talkshows in the largest facili-

suddenly demands more lines in a certain
studio? Just afew keystrokes at acomputer
arid you're set.

the phones, hybrids and consoles around

ties. Yet it's cost-effective even for afew stu-

your facility, transporting caller audio, mix-

dios. Audio is clean and consistent, because

Ready for the future? Get Telos VX. Because

minus, POH and control logic on one skinny

dedicated, third-generation Telos

you've got more than callers on the line.

hybrids

cable. Connect to POTS, ISDN-PRI, or even BRI

manage each individual call. Even confer-

telco lines via standard gateways, and voila,

ences are crystal-clear. You can deploy VX
AUDIO INETWORKS

www.telos-systems.com

BROADCAST TELEPHONY

With more than 20,000 in daily
use around the world, Zephyr is The Best
Way to Hear from Everywhere.

Hardware and software products
for processing, encoding and
streaming your audio content.

Telos is the trusted World Leader
in single- lire hybrids and multi-line
phone systems.

PC Software for archiving
and logging all of your
stations audio.
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Here's what you do. To use ordinary
polarized capacitors in place of the 4.7
uF capacitor, simply connect the negative leads of two 10 pF 25V capacitors
to each other ( putting the capacitors in
series to halve the capacitance). Solder
the two positive leads into the circuit,
and the problem is solved.
Paul had some experience with the
white barrier terminal connector shown
in the article photo, reproduced here in
Fig. 3. It works; but the popular green
Phoenix connector, also seen in the
photo, is better.
That's because the screws of the
white connector rub against the wire
as they are tightened and may break or

(continued from page 14)

Phillip was joined by two other engineers; they finished the studio wiring in
one weekend, while the station broadcast
from the backup air studio. Fig. 2shows
the result.
Phillip Vaughan can be reached at
philv@kfrogetet.
On another note, Phillip has noticed
that about every piece of broadcast equipment built these days has aWeb interface.
Some of his monitoring equipment can
give readings only through that interface;
there's nothing on the front panel.
Personally, he would rather be able
to just look at the front of a piece of
equipment to get the info he needs from
it. What do you think? Would you pay a
little more for equipment that provides
traditional front-panel metering, status
and control?

G

uy Berry, manager at Potomac
Instruments, writes with a couple
of cautions.
In this day of doing more with less, we
may be tempted to skimp on test instrument calibrations. If you decide to use a
calibration service not provided by the
manufacturer, check it out. A bargainbasement calibration price may come back
to bite you if the instrument is not accurate.
In the case of field intensity measurements, the cost could be enormous. This
is not to say you should avoid non-manufacturer calibration services; there are a
number of qualified services.
However, exercise due diligence.
Speak to engineers who have used the
service. Determine the company's procedures and how they compare to those of

Fig. 2: Three engineers knocked the job out in aweekend.
the manufacturer.
Guy's caution is that anyone can twist
aknob. Know what you are paying for!
His other nugget, especially for engineers maintaining older equipment, is
to check the manufacturer's website for
manuals and application notes before
looking elsewhere. He points out that
$15 or $20 sounds like afair price for a
manual offered by athird party — until
you find out the manual is offered by the
manufacturer for free.
As for Potomac Instruments, Guy
reports the company has settled nicely into
its new home in Frederick, Md. The building used to be the home of Bradley Broadcast, which is now adivision of SCMS.
What makes Potomac's move especially noteworthy is that for the first
time in some 40 years, production is
located on one single floor, so product
no longer needs to be carried up and
down stairs.
Reach Guy Berry at geb@pi-usa.com.
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rom across the Pacific,
Paul Sagi from Kuala
Lumpur comments on our
story in Radio World's May
4 edition. (You can find
recent articles at radioworld.
corn under Columns; click
on Workbench. The article
is headlined "Get to Know
That New EAS Box.")
Paul writes that 1N4001
diodes are made for power
frequency use. He feels their
junction turn-off time may
be abit slow for audio use,
thus with audio circuits Paul
Fig. 3: Green trumps white in one reader's choice of
chooses 1N914 diodes.
The column also men- connector.
tions a 4.7 pF 50V nonpolarized capacitor. Paul writes that
weaken the wire, leading to later failure,
sometimes, non- polarized electrolytic
especially in mobile applications. The
capacitors are difficult to obtain: regular
Phoenix connector, on the other hand,
polarized electrolytic capacitors can be
clamps the wire without rubbing against
used instead.
it, hence Paul's preference.
Reach Paul Sagi at pksagi92@gmail.
com.
Contribute to Workbench! You'll help
Throwing it away isn't an option.
yourfellow engineers, and qualify for SBE
recertification credit. Send Workbench
tips to johnpbissetegmail.com. Fax to
(603) 472-4944.
Our competition may have led you to believe thal:
Author John Bisset has spent 43
you know them, or that you can trust them. But
years in the broadcasting industry, and
the plain truth is that they just want your cash,
is still learning. He works for Tieline
and lots of it!
Technology, is SBE certified and is a
In atime when cash is scarce, abetter concejm
past recipient of the SBE's Educator of
in sales, perhaps a more progressive one, is to
the Year Award.
work for asmaller profit and pass the savings along
to the customer.
Realize the savings you can put in your pocket
Call, click, or stop by Progressive Concepts today!

THE BEST IN BROADCAST ELECTRONICS SINCE 1990

ID

progressive concepts
305 South Bartlett Road • Streamwood, IL 60107

www.progressive-concepts.com
(630) 736-9822
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LOGITEK

DIGITAL

COMSOLE

Less than adecade ago building in:rastructure at even
the most modest radio facility was difficult and costly.
Today, AolP is making it possible to replace miles of

1„

cables and closed systems with routers that use standard-

jcrsteehi
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'zed network protocols. The JetStream Mini brings you the
benefits of this new technology, and nothing is easier to
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use, faster, or less expensive. Add aPilot control surface
that includes the basic operating features your staff will

JetStream MINI IP Audio Networking System

need and you have the most cost effective AolP networked
audio system available.
Looking for lots of powe- ir asmall footprint? The
The Pilot is easy on the eye and the budget and like the

JetStream Mini lets you IDad up to 64 channels of I/O

JetStream Mini, Logitek has built it with ease of use and

into a 2 rack unit and the Filot will service even the most

durability in mind. The Pilot is atabletop control surface

constrained spaces with ease. Configure your system

that includes all of the basic engineering features your

with microphone inputs and analog/digital I/O to suit

staff will need- and more- including 4 Program busses, 3

your specific needs; our use of standardized IP protocols

monitor sections cnd 24 mix minus busses. It is available

ensures advanced AolP networking with fast and easy

in frame sizes for 6to 24 faders.

setup... all for a price ti- at won't break the bank.

Logitek Electronic Systems, Inc.

I Phone ( 713) 664-4470

I Toll Free: ( 800) 231-5870

I

www.logitekaudio.com

Logitek
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Dougherty Transmitter
III

III

11111111
John Schneider is alifetime
radio history researcher. This
is one in a series of photo
features from his collection. Write him at jschneid93
egmail.com. Comment to
radioworldenbmedia.com.

ROOTS 6:
BY JOHN SCHNEIDER
While we normally publish historical images in their original glorious black
and white, Ijust couldn't resist the urge to "colorize" this photo.
The image is a merger of two side-by-side black and white views of the
Western Electric 407A2 50 kW water-cooled Dougherty transmitter at KRLD
in Dallas, taken sometime during World War II. The colors are accurate where
known, and abest guess was made when they were not.
Of additional interest are the "8- ball" microphone on the desk and the gun rack
on the wall, an indication of the wartime security conditions that existed at many

major broadcast facilities dur ng those years.
The photos were taken at the KRLD site on Saturn Road in Garland, Texas,
still in use today. The site was built in 1940 when the station was authorized to
increase its power from 10 kW to 50 kW.
These images are two of anumber of old KRLD images that were rescued and
posted on the Internet by Andrew K. Dart, reproduced here with his permission.
They originally were provided to him by Leslie Turner.
You can see many more of Andrew's KRLD images at www.akdart.coml
vtrIvtr.html. There are also images of this same transmitter model at WHAS in
Louisville at www.gsl.netlwb4wsblwhasamlarn.html.

Rolling
Backpack

PURCHASE $250 = FREE 4GB MEMORY KEY
PURCHASE $500 = FREE STADIUM BLANKET
PURCHASE $ 1000 = FREE ROLLING, BACKPACK
PURCHASE $4500 = FREE ROLfflfRIFFEL BAG

Ratifies a'we Limited, Call Today.
Shure purchases include micropne

• eless microphones, electoonics and most replacement

Call 800-356-5844 or visit fullcorripass.com
PRO AUDIO IVIDEO IAV ILIGKING
MLSICAL INSTRUMENTS

Request your FREE
504- page catalog today!
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A Harris HPX20 tube transmitter is
now serving KAVX(FM), heard in the
Lufkin/Nacogdoches region of eastern
Texas and western Louisiana. The transmitter is capable of HD Radio and FM
transmission, though the station is airing only FM for now. It replaced aQE!
transmitter. ...

radioworld.com IRADIOWORLD
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save $ 10,000 annually on program
distribution costs and in some cases
improve audio quality....
Main Line Broadcasting went

BYU Broadcasting has

with the Abacast Digital Radio

amajor new facility

Platform for its online radio offerings. Main Line operates 19 stations
in Kentucky, Virginia, Ohio and

including two on- air
radio studios, three TV
studios, three audio

Maryland....
Myers Information Systems
won a contract to implement its

post production studios,
arecording studio, four
voice-over rooms,

ProTrack Radio management suite
for Ave Maria Radio in Ann
Arbor, Mich., which airs Catholic

15 video editing rooms
and six master control
(distribution) room;.

programming.

AT AKIS SYSTEMS INC.
Tim Swanson is chief engineer for

Automation

KAVX, now using aHarris HPX20.
Ohana Broadcast in Hawaii took

delivery of Axia Audio consoles and
networking gear. The equipment is for
six studios that will serve five FM stations in Honolulu: KQMQ, KUMU,
KPOI, KDDB and KKHA. They chose
Axia Element 2.0 mixing consoles with
PowerStation console engines. Axia said
was its first installation in Hawaii. ...
American General Media has
installed Specialty Data Systems'
broadcast management software SDS
Symphony at its 21 FM and seven AM
radio stations in California, New Mexico
and Colorado. Separately, Blackburn
Radio Inc. installed SDS Symphony at
its 14 radio stations in Ontario....
Brigham Young University greeted
2011 with new studios for its radio
and television facilities. Brandon Smith
is chief technology officer for BYU
Broadcasting. Russ Berger Design
Group designed the technical spaces.
WideOrbit automation and Axia consoles are among the equipment choices
in the radio studios....
ESPN purchased aTelos I-1x2 digital hybrid telephone interface through
dealer Broadcasters General Store....
Barix said Total Star Network, a
radio broadcast network of eight stations in England and Spain, switched
from leased line and ISDN transport to
a Barix audio over IP distribution network. The broadcaster told Barix it will

integrates wilt Arrake.
ARC consoles

the BEST automation
in Radio... period!

Introductory Sale
S

Windows 7
tuyiipatiblq

Perfect for Broadcast EInternet
3play... Tin Air Live, ALI:mate. El Cue
Simultameom Rez.ording for Production _
Voice trick -eco-dinff far perfect Aut

.

75fl

Powerful Music scheduling
Supports Traffic SMusic imports
RDS aid streaming service interface
Easy to learn and use Fr Autofills empty hours

NEW- WAVE is aWindows PC based software solution for today's and tomorrow's professional radio applications. It is
designed specifically for playing audio files from hard disk. internet streams. FTP stared audio files. MP3 players, smart
phones, text to speech, and much more. NEW- WAVE firings together all of the newest technologies to produce an exciting
show for your radin audience. Play live broadcasts, automated broadcasts. podcasts, and stream for internet radio.., all et
the same time. Most important, NEW- WAVE is quick to learn duo easy to use. Designed tor both novice and professional alike.
it has the simplicity required to get to air quickly and yet the sophisticated features for advanced users. Highly fault tolerant.
NEW- WAVE will not allow dead air in automation. Also, if connected to or Arrakis Advanced Radio Console' ( ARC series), the
console and software merge to complete apowerfully integrated radio workstation. NEW- WAVE supports the Windows 7
operating system.

Order your system today, call as at 970-401-0730 ext 309
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It's a good bet
there's not a single
person in America,
who's listened to
the radio in the last
10 years, who
hasn't heard an

D

Audioarts D-75 radio
I-

75

console in action.

D75 STANDALONE AND D 75N NETWORKABLE DIGITAL AUDIO CONSOLES

That's how prevalent
and powerful the
Audioarts D-75 is.

FLEXIBLE. AFFORDABLE. BUILT TO LAST.
phone 1.252.638-7000 Iwvwv.audioartsengineering.corn Isales@wheatstone.com

55

AUDIOARTS
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There has been arumor going around that WheatNet-IP Intelligent Network is more
expensive. Really??? NOT SO! We're here to say categorically - VVheatNet-IP Intelligent
Network is NOT more expensive. Some of our components may cost a bit more but are
way smarter, can do far more, and eliminate expenses that less intelligent networks still
need. While it's easy for others to make selective comparisons, when you add up all the
costs for your network, VVheatNet-IP comes out to just about the same money as the
other guys. No marketing mumbo jumbo about your labor or performance here - we're
talking straight hardware comparisons. Go ahead - configure your network and see.
Of course we DO out- perform them by up to afactor of ten. And we DO save you great
googobs of money by giving you asystem that configures, runs and heals itself... Still,
do afull- network hardware comparison and check it out for yourself! Operators are
standing by...

THE INTELLIGENT NETWORKTm

vfa

phone 1.252.638-7000 IWheatNetIPcom Isales@wheatstone.com

IS Y 1111NETWORK AN INTELLEENT NETWORK?
Download the FREE white
paper "Th d Business Case
for the Intelligent Network"
at WheatIP.com
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Consoles, Mixers & Routers

WQMV Expands Reach With Harris

Our previous audio console could at
best give us mock stereo — essentially
two channels of mono. The NetWave
produces clear, crisp digital stereo
audio, which is critical for those listening through multiple speakers on their
desktop PCs or Internet radio systems.
With only nine full-time staffers,
we couldn't accomplish all of the tasks
necessary to manage multiple stations
were it not for this board. Like many
AM radio stations, we also have space

PR&E NetWave Digital Console Serves Ambitious AM Station

USERREPORT
BY R. DEAN DUKE
General Manager
WQMV(AM)
WAVERLY ,TENN. — Survival in AM
radio today means reaching a broader
audience beyond local listeners. This
includes streaming over the Internet
to potential global audiences. We also
have to make the most of whatever
innovative opportunities come our way.
The Harris PR&E NetWave digital

also be delivering WQMV's audio over
our local government access cable channel on Comcast. More important, we can
produce and deliver all four live radio
channels from one NetWave console,
run by asingle operator.
BUDGET CONSIDERATIONS
We purchased the Harris PR&E
NetWave digital audio console in
December 2010 after considering four
competing consoles, and installed it in
January of 2011.
Our Harris reseller, SCMS, recommended NetWave after listening to

and budget constraints, and this system
packs a lot of features into a small
form-factor.
The WQMV program day is afresh,
original format mixing oldies, Billboard
hits and eclectic songs from the mid1950s through mid- 1980s. We also
offer live news, sports call-in shows
Photo b Mellnda Proctor

audio console is one innovation that is
,upporting our growth at WQMV(AM)
I
060. NetWave enables us to serve our
traditional audience and stream two
channels over the Internet (accessible
from www.wqmv1060.com). Soon, we'll

July 1. 2011

Dean Duke is at the helm of the Harris
PR&E NetWave console at WQMV.

our goals and aspirations. Though it
was slightly above our planned budget,
SCMS made the case that it provided
all the capabilities today to expand our
operation rather than having to worry
about adding onto the system down
the road.
The NetWave is based on nextgeneration, cutting-edge technology. It
gives us the capability, reliability and
quality to reach a broader, potentially
global Internet audience while better
serving our local communities. As the
emergency broadcaster for our county,

we need aconsole with solid dependability, especially given the sudden
storms and floods that can plague our
region.
While we transmit at 1,000 watts by
day, our power drops to only 4 watts
by night, making it difficult for listeners in our coverage area — Waverly,
McEwen, New Johnsonville and other
communities in Humphreys County,
Tenn. — to receive astrong signal. The
cyber radio channels give our audience
the flexibility to listen with the excellent audio quality they expect.

and live remotes of high school football
and basketball games. We can run two
feeds through NetWave if there are
two games at the same time, with digital outputs feeding two separate cyber
channels so fans can choose the live
game they want to hear.
Live inputs to the board include: onair announce microphones, one guest
microphone and several mics in an
adjacent guest studio. We also feed two
CD players, a 360 Systems DigiCart
system for commercials and promos
and a computer automation system,
which feeds digital music selections
from our 6,000-title library.
Telephone calls run through the
board, and callers receive amix-minus
output so they don't hear their own
voices feeding back when we talk to
them live. A 360 Systems ShonCut digital recorder, another NetWave input,
can record calls so the auxiliary console
in our production area can edit them for
later replay. NetWave also has add-on
interfaces for the phone line and aprofanity delay.
Local sports remotes come into
the studio over a high-quality digital
phone, cellphone line or phone hybrid.
We also air live football games on
(continued on page 24)
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• A
Founded in 1971, ESE set out to provide quality precision rnaster clocks
and timing- related products, delivered on time with excellent service.
And after 40 years these simple statements still guide us today. We take
care of our customers. Our products have become the industry standard
for affordable, reliable, perfect time. Thank you for 40 years!
Visit www.ese-web.com to discover a brilliant display of t rning systems
designed for easy installation, set-up and operation. Put 40 years of
"time" and experience to work for you.

142 Sierra Stre
El Segundo, CA 9
(310) 322-2136

ww.ese-web.com

Radio World publishes User Reports on
products in various equipment classes
throughout the year to help potential buyers
understand why colleagues chose the equipment they did. AUser Report is an unpaid
testimonial by auser who has already
purchased the gear. ARadio World Product
Evaluation, by contrast, is afreelance article
by apaid reviewer who typically receives a
demo loaner. Do you have astory to tell?
Write to bmoss@nbmedia.com.

OMNIA.11 EVERYTHING
YOU HEAR IS TRUE.
•Effortless dial dominance • Louder yes, yet always pure &
uncompromised • Pop sparkles • Rock really rocks • Country
caresses • Hip hop thunders • Voice is natural and intimate
•Push it hard and be amazed at how open and clean it remains
Find out more: www.omniaaudio.com

On
A Telos Company

tl2i 0812010 01 18 32

Radio never sleeps. Neither do we. We're here for you, anytime, with free round-the-clock, 24/7 technical support. Call + 1-216-622-0247
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Axia Audio Element Leads New Studio
Wisconsin Badgers Like Their ' Studio Without Holes'

USERREPORT
BY MATT ROCKWELL
Chief Engineer
WSUM(FM)
MADISON, Ms. — The tradition
among broadcaster is to have a lot of
wires in the walls.
A few years ago, WSUM, the
University of Wisconsin's student FM
station, finally gained anew permanent
home on the campus after near adecade
of residence in off-campus studios.
In amulti-studio facility, it is auseful
thing to have all audio available everywhere, so "more wires," right? Not with
Axia Audio's Livewire IP technology
network.
IP AUDIO
Axia Audio has a line of consoles
called Element which transport their
audio via Livewire's audio over IP
technology. The concept is to convert
the audio to a multicast IP stream and
move it to and from the network when
the audio is created or required.
At WSUM, Axia's Livewire IP technology creates a core audio plant on
economy of scale network switches supplied and managed 24/7 by the UW's
Department of Information Technology.
The combination of additional network switch capacity, a private VLAN
exclusively for audio streams, and extra
Cat-6 cable installed ( which made the

Gorman Redlich Mfg. Co
Is CAP

hie

architects much happier than holes in
walls) has resulted in a diverse and
expandable facility for the students of
the university.
A properly configured Livewire network can encode, deliver and decode
audio faster than the air can move
the vibration. This makes all audio
available in all places; and
because the audio is multicast, distribution amps
will never be needed.
The network switches
just deliver the information to all devices
where the audio is assigned.
This has another nice side effect, allowing all consoles to move the DSP they
require to an external box located somewhere other than anice, quiet studio.
WSUM's new facility has an Axia
Element console in the main studio serving the FM and our Web stream.
The main studio sits suspended
four stories over the University of
Wisconsin's east campus corridor and
boasts four guest positions, each with a
control panel, ahost position and aturntablist workstation with aRane ITM57
digital crossfade mixer and turntables.
The host has access to apair of production CD players, apair of DJ CD players,
MiniDisc, cassette, CF recorder, two
directly tied and automated turntables
and acustom panel with ins and outs via
XLR, RCA, 1/8-inch, 75 ohm AES, 110
ohm AES and aUSB interface for computers or things like handheld recorders.

The CAP-DEC1, Gorman-Redlich is a standalone CAP-to-EAS converter for use with your
existing emergency alerting equipment. This
cost-effective device allows broadcasters to
easily meet Common Alerting Protocol (CAP)
compliance requirements mandated by the FCC
without requiring the purchase of an additional
encoder/decoder system or other costly

The custom
1RU I/0 panel also
contains aUSB connection
to the dual-monitor host computer with
Axia's IP-Audio Driver software, which
sends audio to the network over Ethernet,
replacing the need for PC sound cards.
Also part of the WSUM facility is a
news booth with visual access to the main
studio with another Axia Element console. A production studio with the same
capability as the main studio is driven by
an Element console. The facility also has
three breakout rooms with Radio Systems
Millenium Livewire consoles.
Finally, a live production studio
contains a Yamaha M7-CL48 console.
This has a 16-channel in/out AES card
directly wired to an eight stereo-channel
Axia AES/EBU Digital Audio Node for
network input and output. The studio's

equipment. The CAP-DEC1 is CAP 1.2 compliant
and requires only one unit of rack space. Trust
the experts with over 35+ years experience in
the emergency alerting industry to help you
meet your broadcasting needs. Visit our website
or contact us today for more information about
the Gorman-Redlich CAP-DEC1. We continue to
support equipment we made 35 years ago.

GORMAN-REDLICH MEG CO

CAP-DEC 1
CAP-to-EAS Converter Unit

$1350

- Compatible with any existing EAS encoder/decoder made
by any manufacturer

- Nearly limitless storage capacity for
logs and audio messages

- Powerful 1.6GHz dual core processor and 1GB of memory

- Automatic clock synchronization via NIP servers

- Built-in text-to- speech conversion functionality

- Software can be updated via LAN or USB

- FAST Gigabit network capability with built in firewall for security

- Print alert reports to USB or network printer

- Options to print, store or email logs via built-in email server

- Polling 3URL's currently with room for future expansion

- Five (5) USB ports for peripherals

- FEMA independent lab affirms CAP 1.2 compliance

Gorman- Redlich Mfg. Co.
www.gorman-redlich.com

257 W. Union Street, Athens, OH 45701
Phone: 740-593-3150

computer also has Axia's multi-channel audio driver, which brings multiple
pairs of Livewire I/O right to an ASIO
driver in Windows 7.
The choice to use IP audio at WSUM
has had a significant impact on the
functionality and diversity of
the studios. As afacility designed to be
alearning
lab as
well as
abroadcast studio,
access to "all audio
everywhere" is essential.
In just two years, this student organization has grown to serve on average approximately 200 students and
community members who participate
with the broadcast or production.
All of this has been done without
poking any holes in the walls.
For information, contact Clark
Novak at Axia Audio in Ohio at (216)
241-7225 or visit www.axiaaudio.com.

HARRIS
(continued from page 22)

the University of Tennessee's Vol
Network and Tennessee Titans NFL
football games on both the Titans
Radio Network and ABC Radio.
Additionally, we air syndicated
shows from Citadel Media.
The NetWave has many operators, given our numerous music
blocks and locally produced shows
such as "Vols Calls," "Humphreys
County Sports Wrap-Up Show" and
"Tennessee Valley Views. "Each
announcer can monitor each channel and drop-in commercials while
on the air.
The engineering staff built a
high-performance network between
studios. Studio guests can hear the
air signal and our production tech
can record and transfer local spots
to our DigiCart for seamless on-air
use. The NetWave audio levels are
preset to an optimal range so the
announcers never have to worry
about adjusting levels on any input
signal. Audio quality remains even
from one show to the next.
Ihave found that NetWave is an
ideal choice for an AM operation
looking to expand operations and
deliver ahigh-quality, "cyber" radio
product. It's a robust, innovative,
dynamic solution that has proven
to be an excellent investment and
platform for future growth.
For information, contact Harris
at (800) 231-9673 or visit www.
broadcast.harris.com.

PR&E® OaS Î
STM

An all- new analog console built for your digital demands.
A true standalone solution at alow cost, the next- generation Oasis console from Harris
provides adigital migration path that fits your time frame — and your budget.
Learn more at www.pre.com.

lytÁRRIS
harris.corn

Broadcast

assuredcommunications

Communications

Mid South: Bob Mayben...

1-877-391-2650

South Atlantic: Art White...

-770-632-1295

North East: Jim Peck

•

Governmelt

Communicaticns

RF

Systems •

Communications

exclusive US dealer for Harris Studio products

1-3 15-623-7655

Central: Bernie O'Brien.... 1-731-695-1714
North Central: Pam Leffler. 1-513-376-8600

w
e

South West: John Lackness 1-210-775-2725
Mid West: Mary Schnelle.. 1-513-899-3036
West Coast: Doug Tharp...

1-866-673-9267

Pro Audio: Ric Goldstein...

1-877-640-8205

Latin America: Lily Massari 1-760-650-1427

YOU KNOW WE KNOW

RADIO

Bradley Div.: Art Reed

Bob Eburg

1-800-732-7665
aTrusted Business and
Customer Satisfaction

1-800-438-6040
www.scmsinc.com
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Sandusky Seattle Goes for WheatNet
Wheatstone AolP Technology Makes Cluster's Transition Smooth

USERREPORT
BY ROB PURDY
Engineer
Sandusky Broadcasting

SEATTLE — As studio engineer for
Sandusky Broadcasting in Seattle, I'm
responsible for the studio facilities for a
five-station cluster consisting of stations
KLSY(FM), KIXI(AM), KLCK(AM),
KKNW(AM) and KRWM(FM).
For several years, going as far back as
2007, we had been looking to upgrade and
modernize our studios using networked
digital audio technology. The system we
had in place had some age on it and some
of the parts were becoming difficult to
obtain, making maintenance harder. We
knew we would need to remedy that situation if we were to keep our systems reliable and remain competitive.

TECHNOLOGY
We originally had looked at TDM
networking technology. However, as we
continued to evaluate options and the
newer audio-over-IP-based technology

began to enter the marketplace, Isaw
that it had distinct advantages in our
application.
For us, reliability is key. The ability
to build a network from small, intelligent building blocks using off-the-shelf
wiring and switching components — in
other words, an open IP infrastructure —
meant that we could design asystem with
essentially no single points of failure.
After evaluating the various networking technologies and finding that
Wheatstone's WheatNet-IP fit our needs
most closely, we contracted with Jim
Hibbard and Kat Coffey of Pacific
Mobile Recorders of Sacramento, Calif.,
to provide us with aturnkey installation.
This was to be no simple task; new
furniture from Studio Technologies was
being installed to accommodate the new
consoles and equipment, and all five of
our stations needed to remain on the air
during the project.
Equipment was ordered in late 2010,
and by January 2011 the consoles and
routing equipment were on-site and ready
for installation. We decided to equip our
five on-air studios with larger, full-featured Wheatstone Evolution-6 20-fader

consoles; these would give our air talent
the versatility to deal with any type of
broadcast. Each of these was equipped
with amix engine Blade and two IP-88ad

Blades, for atotal complement of 16 analog and 16 AES inputs and outputs local
to each console.
For our auxiliary studios, we chose
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12-fader Evolution- 1consoles; these compact units contain their own metering and
control displays and give us acomprehensive set of features in asmall footprint.
In our production rooms, we made
an even bolder move: There are no consoles at all.
Instead, we're using Wheatstone's
Glass-E virtual consoles, which emulate
afull E-series control surface in software.
These use the same IP-88e mix engine
Blade as the other consoles, and we provided an IP-88a analog Blade also to provide 8x8analog I/O local to the room.
Each of our studios — on-air, auxiliary
and production — is equipped with its
own Cisco 2960G switch. This topology
allows each room to function independently in the event of anetwork disruption.
INTERFACING
We also chose to use WheatNetIP driver software on our Broadcast
Electronics AudioVault machines to
eliminate the need for sound cards,
and we were able to directly interface

BUYER'S GUIDE
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ITECH UPDATE

ARRAKIS ARC-8AIMS AT LOW COST
With asingle stereo mixing bus, the ARC-8from Arrakis Systems can handle fast-paced
live on-air, production and remote applications.
Two mics support ahost and guest talk format. The mix-minus bus (for an external
hybrid) supports telephone talk formats or call-ins. The "Talk" button on mic Channel
1feeds the mic to the caller and the caller to the console cue system.
The ARC-8also has abuilt-in USB sound card on Channel 8B to play in digital directly
from PC audio software. The program output from the console records in digital over
the USB directly to PC recording software.
Arrakis provides Digilink-Xtreme software with the system to get users on-air and doing production quickly. The board is
easy to install, with both professional balanced and consumer unbalanced input and output jacks, according to the company.
For information, contact Arrakis Systems in Colorado at (970) 461-0730 or visit vvww.arrakis-systems.com.

We're Ready For CAP
(so you can be, too)

Audio Vault control to the WheatNet-IP
system via Ethernet as well.
During the installation, the flexibility
and power of the audio-over-IP routing
system became very useful. After outfitting our technical operations center
with the WheatNet-IP Blades necessary
to handle our air chains, Jim Hibbard
designed routing salvos to allow fast.
easy switching between main and auxiliary studios for each station.
We built the auxiliary studio for each
station first. When complete, we used
the salvos to switch on-air operations
to that auxiliary studio while the on-air
studio was rebuilt. We then used another
salvo to move operations back to the
main studio.
Because we were remodeling existing rooms rather than moving to new
facilities, it took some time to plan and
carefully implement this phased rebuild.
One of our stations, ICKNW(AM), was
actually moved from one studio to another
in the middle of two back-to-back remote
broadcasts. We began work in February
of 2011, and the system was substantially
complete by mid-May.

New EAS Rules
Comply by September 30, 2011

Questions?
914-872-4069

Transitions like this are never easy
on the on-air staff, but this one was
smoother than most. Since the move,
our people seem happy. Our production
people are particularly pleased with the
way the Glass-E virtual mixer interfaces
allow them more room to work, because
they don't need to have abulky console
taking up space in their areas. As for
me, my peace of mind comes from the
fact that our facility is now based on
off-the-shelf IT infrastructure and is as
future-proof as it can possibly be.
For information, contact Jay Tyler
at Wheatstone in North Carolina
at ( 252) 638-7000 or visit www.
vvheatstone.com.

When you use the Sage Digital ENDEC to
meet the new FCC EAS rules for CAP, you
also receive an interface to .
•AES/EBU Digital Audio
•LAN/Internet for Web browser control and
monitoring, network time, email
•Satellite receivers and Internet for CAP
•Text via CG, RDS, HD Radio
•Free downloadable upgrade to the final
version of CAP 1.2
The Digital ENDEC is a drop- in replacement
for the classic ENDEC, but new users love it
too.
The Sage Digital ENDEC - your one- box
solution for CAP and EAS.
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Sage Alerting Systems, Inc
800 Westchester Avenue, Suite 641N, Rye Brook, NY 10573
Phone 914 872 4069 info@sagealertingsystems com
www.sagealertingsystems.com
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Allen & Heath XB-14 Shines for QRock
Small- Form Mixer Is the Right Size for Imernet Rocker

USERREPORT
BY JOHN VAN PELT
Program Director, Engineer
QRock
RALEIGH, N.C. — QRock is afull-time,
Web-only radio station created as atribute
to Myrtle Beach's old WIŒQ(FM), "Rock
102."
At QRock (
www.grock.com) it's always
sunny and you're always at the beach.
"Bringing the best summer of your life,
back to life," is our motto for an eclectic
1960s- 1980s mix.
We found out about the XB-14s as they
shipped, pleased to learn that Allen & Heath
was entering the broadcast market. We were
looking for a mix of small form factor,
functionality and price; the XB-14 nailed
all three. The installation was easy and the
XB-14 has the right number of inputs and outputs we
needed.
Useful features include separate host and guest
headphone feeds ( with host talk-to-guest and PFL to
guest), mic channels with monitor mutes, dual inputs
on stereo channels, external monitor input (for air
monitor). USB audio in/out and other additions like

wise. Each channel has an aux feed (we
use reverb on our mics) and three bands
of EQ, which we use to clean
up bad feeds and for effects
every day.
With XLR, 1/4- inch and
RCA connectors, these boards
set up quickly and are suitable
for small studio and remote
applications. Plugging in an
iPod or other consumer piece
is easy; the connectors are on
top of the board. The USB
audio out is great for recording phoners and other off-air bits. The USB
audio in is like getting a free computer
soundcard for another playback source. The
telephony channels are way cool for phone
calls and studio-to-studio interactions.
We have studios in Minneapolis;
Raleigh, N.C.; and Myrtle Beach, S.C.,

speaker dim, switch closures for external gear control,
on-air light outputs, etc.
CONNECTING
We like the programmable "On" switches on each
channel. Level LEDs and PFL for each channel take
a lot of guesswork out of what's happening, level-

and we're able to do jock crossovers like
we're together in the same studio. We also
use the telephony channels and Skype to
let announcers in one studio participate in
interviews with guests in the other studios
hundreds of miles away.
We think Allen & Heath has come up with areal winner for Internet radio stations, college stations, LPFMs,
etc. who need asmall rig at an unbeatable price.
For information, contact Allen & Heath/American
Music & Sound in California at (800) 431-2609
or visit www.allen-heath.co.uk or www.american
musicandsound.com.
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.Efficiency up to 84%

SERIES:

.TFT Screen & Touch Keyboard

•
EM 1500

•
EM 9000

.Consumption optimization & noise decrease by means of the speed control of cooling fans

•
EM 3000

•
EM 12000

EM 6000

.Remote control & Telemetry
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3100 NW 72nd. Ave. Unit 112 Miami, FL — 33122 USA • www.omb.com
Pol. Ind. Centrovia • C/Paraguay, 6 ( La Muela)

50198 Zaragoza (Spain)

In the middle of Lour busy dag...
ta ,
<e a break ano install an iQ.

With all that's on your plate, time is precious. Here's away to get some time back: iQ, the powerful new AolP
console from Axia. So fast and easy, you can unpack it at woo and have audio running by noon. No switch to
set up - it's built-in and preconfigured. In fact, everything's built in. Audio. Logic. DSP engine. Power supply.
Just plug in power and audio, and you're ready for air. Smart and intuitive, so your jocks will love it.
Cost-effective, so your boss will love you. A16 fader iQ starts at just $ 9,985.00; 8faders are only $ 7,990.00.
Q. It's about time.
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"TOTAL RADIO"
SUPER SESSION
Thursday, September 15

Featuring Clear Channel's

Bob Pittman
Don't miss Bob Pittman's insights
on the evolution of media and
radio's promising digital
future at the Radio Show.

Produced by NAB and RAB

September 14-16, 2011
www.facebook.com/radioshoww
www.twitter.com/radioshowweb

Chicago, Illinois
www.RadicShowWeb.com
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TECH UPDATES

AXEL TEC-INOLOGY ADDS OXYGEN 4DIGITAL
Axel Technology's latest in its Oxygen 4 line of
mixers is the Oxygen 4 Digital.
The Oxygen 4 Digital is adigital, standalone
mixing console powered by Texas Instruments
DSP processors. It has 18 digital and analog
inputs, acrosspoint router, 32- bit processing,
sampling rates up to 96 kHz, sample rate
converters on digital inputs and EQ and
dynamics on every channel.
These tools can be accessed from the control surface and from a PC connected to the mixer via an IP network.
The Oxygen 4 Digital variation is designed as a rack- mounted digital " engine" with
separate eight-fader control surface. The 2 RU engine handles audio processing and
routing. It has four microphone inputs, two mono and five stereo inputs, seven digital
stereo inputs and outputs with asample rate converter. Dedicated analog outputs
ace for program, submix, aux, monitors and headphones. The 32- bit internal DSP uses
floating-point calculations. Audio signals preserve their 24- bit resolution from the
input conversion.
The audio paths in Oxygen 4 Digital are programmable due to the presence of an
input router. This el.minates the need for an external patch bay.
By using an Ethernet connection, users can control any Oxygen 4 Digital from anywhere there is an IP-connected computer. All features can be managed by software. A
memory card slot users can save desk configurations for recall and individual settings.
Axel Technology was founded in 1996 in Bologna, Italy. Its products include broadcast audio processors, RDS/RBDS encoders, telco hybrids, air lights and traffic/billing
systems.
For information, contact Axel Technology in Italy at 011-39-051-736555 or visit
v+ww.axelchnology.com.

HENRY STEREOSWITCH UPDATE
The Henry Engineering StereoSwitch has been a popular audio switcher/router. The most recent version is called " StereoSwitch II."
This is athreeinput stereo audio
switcher/router
for switching balanced audio sourc-

STEREOS WI TCH ir

es. It uses passive
relay switching,
so there should
be no degradation to the source
audio. Because the

THREE INPUT STEREO AUDIO SWITCHER

2

3

switching is passive, it also can be used " in reverse" as a router, to send a
single stereo audio source to one of three destinations.
StereoSwitch II can be controlled remotely via any GPI interface, e.g.,
an external contact closure (switch), logic signal or DC voltage. The
control input may be momentary or maintained. The new version also
includes pushbuttons on the front of the unit, so source/destination selection can be activated locally.
The unit also has power- up programming, which allows the user to
select which source/destination is selected when AC power is applied.
Another new feature is " auto- return" mode, which can be used to
force the unit to preselect the " A" input by default if no other input is
selected.
StereoSwitch II has a built-in AC power supply ( no wallwart) and is 1/3rack wide. Up to three units can be mounted side- by-side in a 1- RU rack
space. A rack- mount shelf is optionally available.
For information, contact Henry Engineering in California at ( 626)
355 -3656 or visit www.henryeng.corn.

Suddenly StudioHub!
(.„

StudioHub+ THE broadcast analog and digital
CAT- 5wiring standard is everywhere.
NOW purchase any Radio Systems StudioHub+ ready product and get $ 100.00 or $ 500.00 towards any of the
cables, adapters or accessories you need to pre-wire your Console or Distribution Amplifier. It's like afree installation!

Applies to all Radio Systems Consoles with RJ-45 / StudioHub. connectivity including:
RS-6ARJ / RS- t2ARJ / RS-113ARJ / RS-24ARJ Analog Consoles

DDA-iii8SH / DDA-ix4SH Digital DA's

RS-6NET / RS-12DN ET / RS- i8DNET Network Consoles

$100:» FREE
of any StudioHub+ connecting cables, adapters.
or accessories wah the purchase of aqualifying
Radio Systems Dist ribution Amplifier.
StUdlo

$500°' FREE
of any StudioHub • connecting cables, adapten.

_
i
e.

Applies to all Radio Systems Distribution Amplifiers including:
DA-2x8SH Analog DA

RS-6DRI / RS- 12 DIU / RS-ISLFRJ / RS-24DRI Digital Consoles

or accessories with the purchase of aqualifying
Radio Systems Broadcast Console.

This is your free opportunity to experience the power of
StudioHub+. Call your favorite dealer or Radio Systems today!
601 Heron Drive • Logan Township, NJ 08085
Phone: 856-467-8000 • www.radiosystems.com
sales@radiosystems.com
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TECHUPDATES

LOGITEK RELAUNCHES ROC CONSOLE

NEW PACKET ENGINE FOR THE PLATFORM

Logitek has reintroduced
the ROC console name into its

The Platform is a new broadcast console from Radio Systems. The compa-

product line, on aredesigned

ny describes it as " visually stunning" and offering " a new approach to on-air

series offering AolP functionality and operational features
suited to avariety of radio
and TV uses.

mixing and production."
The control surface links to the engine mainframe via asingle Ethernet
Cat- 5cable, which also supplies power. And up to four surfaces (of four to 24
channels) can be connected via astandard Ethernet switch to asingle engine,
lowering system-wide cost.
A 7- inch touchscreen controller
presents the operator with current

It is designed to operate
with the JetStream Mini AolP
audio networking platform.
The new ROC series is available in configurations of six,
12, 18 or 24 faders, OLED displays and a reverse- printed overlay that provides an

and upcoming " apps" including scene

attractive finish while protecting the surface.
RGB-addressable lighting allows users to set up customized light colors in on/
off and softkey buttons; an optional onboard router control panel offers simple
source/destination selection for five routing locations. Optional softkey panels are
available to handle user-defined functions; 12 GPIOs are provided on the wall- or
rack-mountable power supply.
The JetStream Mini is the heart of Logitek console systems; this is a user-configsettings, aux bus settings,
audio processing and remote control
functions. Robust configuration screens allow
the facility engineer to define system settings and
complete input source functionality.
Standard to the Platform is " Event Controller," aremote control system
that allows every console function to be remotely triggered or engage an
action via any number of filters such as time-of-day through external GPIO
connections.
Under the hood, DSP SHARC technology provides horsepower including
128 x 128 matrix switching and dozens of mix- minus and virtual mixer busses.

urable audio node that handles console functions as well as IP audio networking.
Audio mixing, routing and processing are accomplished in afanless, convectioncooled 2RU enclosure. Users can mix and match analog and digital I/O cards to
create the best combination of sources and destinations including mics, CD players, studio monitors and more.
Incorporating Logitek's JetNet network conduit, the JetStream permits direct
network transfer of audio from hard disk playout systems and other Logitek
JetNet partners without the use of sound cards.
For information, contact Logitek in Texas at (713) 664-4470 or visit wvvw.
logitekaudio.com.

New for 2011 is asmaller 3 RU " Packet" engine for cost-saving installations
requiring less I/O.
Because the Platform is a Radio Systems product, connectivity is via
StudioHub+ plug-and- play cabling, with every R1-45 jack powered for sup-

SONIFEX Si PROMISES
NO COMPROMISES

port of StudioHub+ active peripherals. In the tradition of StudioHub+, the
Platform uses multiple industry standards including Ethernet, CopperLan control and POE, which add to console performance and flexibility while increasing compatibility and lowering costs.
The Platform includes software clients that allow users to run virtual
"Glass-Screen" versions of console surfaces in neighboring talk, production
and edit studios and anywhere that there is an Internet connection.
For information, contact Radio Systems in New Jersey at (856) 467-8000

Sonifex describes its 51 Radio
Broadcast Mixer as ahigh-performance, compact, low-cost, fixedformat mixing console with a " no
compromise on quality" approach. It's
aimed at bringing features to smallscale commercial, community, educational and student radio stations that
need aversatile, reliable radio broad-

or visit www.radiosystems.com.
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cast mixer.
It has both analog and digital inputs and outputs, allowing simultaneous local

STATION SERVICES
in

Find is on FACEBOOK for asteady st earn of SALES TIPS, HOT LEADS, COOL IDEAS and -"CREATIVE RESOURCES to help YOU sell pore dyertising (and YOUR ADVERTISERS sell more stufl)!

Sound Ideas
for Building Businesssm
Radio Features You Can Sell.
:30/:60 sec. - FREE DEMOS!

Sell Rodio?
Join the crowd.

and Internet broadcasting.
The 51 provides five mic, four mono line, 10 stereo analog, two stereo digital,
one telco and one stereo clean-feed inputs, between which users can switch.
Outputs consist of one balanced stereo analog XLR program output; one digital
stereo program AES/EBU or phono S/PDIF output; two balanced stereo aux outputs
on a nine- pin D-sub socket; one mono clean feed output on balanced XLR (for use
with atelephone hybrid); one stereo clean-feed output on stereo balanced XLRs
(for use with an ISDN/IP codec); and monitor outputs for presenter headphones,
guest headphones and loudspeakers.
Additional outputs are provided for talkback on a nine-pin D-sub connector
and metering using a 15- pin D-sub socket.
The digital outputs can be referenced to an internal clock source between 32
and 96 kHz or external synchronization sources can be connected via S/PDIF, AES/
EBU or BNC word clock. The illuminated Digital Sync LED shows when the digital

GraceBroadcast.com

RocJioSolesCofe.corn

ATTENTION PROVIDERS: Promote your services to Radio World's readers.
For information on affordable advertising call David
at 212-378-0400 ext. 511 or email dcarson@nbmedia.com.

output is locked to an internal or external clock.
The 51 is afixed format free-standing mixing console with overall dimensions
of 17.5 x15.75 x6.1 inches. It can be fitted flush into adesktop, or with the addition of optional 9 RU rack ears, into a rack; it can be controlled remotely via free
Sonifex SCi software.
For information, contact Sonifex/Independent Audio in Maine at (207) 7732424 or visit www.sonifex.co.uk or wwvv.independentaudio.com.

Drops jaws. Not auc 10.
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Broadband Internet is
everywhere. Which makes it
ideal for live remotes.
Unfortunately, the internet is
also notoriously erratic.
Even if you're lucky enough
to get agood connection,
it might deteriorate during
your show. So you dial back
the bitrate, sacrificing sound
quality to play it safe.
There is abetter way.

BROADCAfiTTE

Meet the amazing new
Z/IP ONE codec.
Telos and Fraunhofer collaborated
to develop aunique codirg
algorithm that adapts
to changing network conditions
on-the- fly.
If your connection quality
drops, the Z/IP ONE uses error
concealment, elastic buffers,
and bitrate adjustments
to keep audio flowing at
maximum quality.

1111

The Z/IP ONE now makes it
possible to use the internet
for great sounding remotes.
The convenience of the Internet.
The sound of Telos.

AUDIO INETWORKS

www.telos-systems.com

ZEPHYR IP & ISDN CODECS

AUDEO LOGGrUG

• • • •
• • • •

1111:3::: •

Telos is the trusted World Leader
in single- line hybrids and multi- line
phone systems.

With more than 20,000 in daily
use around the world, Zephyr is The Best
Way to Hear from Everywhere.

Hardware and software products
for processing, encoding and
streaming your audio content.

PC Software for archiving
and logging all of your
stations audio.
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SAPPHIRE SPARKLES
FOR RADIO
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The sapphire is Lawo's latest offering for radio broadcast consoles.
Available in configurations from four
to 60 motorized faders, this modular system
facilitates avariety of console sizes with optional
additional rotary controls, displays and keys. This is particu-

41*e
:

ON AIR 24 IS MODULAR,
SCALABLE
The On Air 24
is adigital mixing
system aimed at

7:119/ 417

the radio broadcast market from
Stagetec.
It is amodular,
flexible and scalable
system with control

larly useful when the sapphire is used as a production console or in
TV newsrooms where amore channel-oriented workflow is required.
The sapphire is based on Lawo's DALLIS I/O system of I/O modules. With as many as 128
available inputs, the system can mix upwards of 80 signals. With the MADI option, more sources are available and can be routed via the included 384 x384 matrix.
The sapphire has networking features that allow for studio connectivity and studio arbitration. Logic states can be exchanged throughout the network, sources can be shared and intercom functionality is built into the system.
The console can be monitored and serviced remotely. Thus, multiple studios can be adminis-

surfaces laid out to
the user's specification for combo,
studio or edit opera-

2:111iS

tion. The work surface consists of self-contained fader modules (four in each and up to
24 per system) and a monitor module. These modules can be flush-

trated via one technician, even through WAN connections.
A preconfigured, 12-fader tabletop version of the sapphire, with 40- channel I/O, GPI and
four MADI ports, is available. Combined with the touchscreen software VisTool and the Nova29
as the central router, the company says, sapphire presents acomprehensive solution for live on-

mounted into existing studio Leniture.
The GUI software runs on a PC linked via Ethernet to the control-

air, remote vans or TV production and editorial facilities.
For information, contact Lawo in Ontario at (888) 810-4468 or visit www.lawo.ca.

Audio Transport/STL

control found on the physical control surface including metering,
faders and encoders. Thus, aminimum physical console layout with
four channel strips, two encoders and some buttons can have the
power of the full On Air 24 console in the background.
Operation complexity can be adjusted on a user- by- user basis and
logic control can be configured for various functions such as fader
start, mic mute (cough button) and auto crosspoint switching. The
system also allows for remote control operation over Ethernet.

August 1, 2011

According to Stagetec, the On Air 24 benefits from the flexibility
and resilience of the Nexus digital routing system offering, signifi-

COMING UP IN BUYER'S GUIDE I

ler unit mounted in the system frame. Once set up and running, the
GUI simulates the control elements so operators have access to every

cant I/O interface possibilities. The Nexus also makes it easy to integrate the On Air 24 in astandalone studio or into larger broadcast

Studio Furnishings, Design & Acoustics

facilities where multiple systems can be networked.
For information, contact Stagetec USA in Georgia at (888) 782-

September 1, 2011

4391 or visit www.stagetec.com.

AM Ground Systems Co.
www.amgroundsystems,com

Physical AM Site
Services
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antenna, gd cond, $ 5000; (25)
20' sections, 3-1/8" line in gd
cond, $ 200/ea, avail Fall 2011.
CHaynes, 601-218-5969.
ERI 6- bay center fed, full
wave, tuned to 96.7; Shively
6- bay end fed, full wave, tuned
to 94.5, presently in service;
Cable Wave 8-bay end fed, full
wave, tuned to 92.9; Cable Wave
8- bay, end fed, full wave, tuned
to 96.7; SWR 4- bay, full wave,
antenna tuned to 95.9, 1-5/8"
line; Jampro 10-bay half wave
spaced antenna tuned to 107.1,
all BO. Gary, 435-881-6071.

Professional Software packages for FCC
applications and predicting coverage.
Create stunning " real- world" coverage maps and
interference studies using Longley-Rice, PTP, FCC
ITU-R R1546-1, and Okamu7a/Hata with Probe 4"
e Search for FM charnels under spacings and
contour to contour protection using FM Commander"
Prepare AM skywave and groundwave allocation
studies and map FCC contours with AM Pro 2"

Excellent NY Metro Coverage
FM Radio & DTV Sub channel. young@kwons.org.

Acoustics First
ME Min IIIENLF
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SmartCaster 2 station system, worked perfect when
removed from service, BO. Gary,
435-881-6071.
CONSOLES/
MIXERS/ROUTERS
WANT TO SELL
BE 10-chnl w/rotary pots,
looks good, S650; BE 10-chnl
w/slide facers, looks good,
$800. Gary, 435-881-6071.
MICROPHONES/
HEADPHONES/
SPEAKERS/AMPS

TOWERS/CABLES
WANT TO SELL

www.Acousticenstcom

5- bay high power Jampro

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY
The following distributors serving the broadcast industry
would be glad to help you with any of your requirements.

WANT TO BUY
RCA 77-DX's 8i 44-BX's, any
other RCA ribbon mics, on-air
lights, call after 3PM CST, 214 7387873 or sixtiesradio@yahoo.com.
MISCELLANEOUS

ROTRON

BLOWERS AND

Ent.

Email:

FROM STOCK

WANT TO SELL

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS

(4) Otan i 5050 R- R tape
machines, BO; miscellaneous
cart machines, BO; cart rewinder, BO; other odds and ends...
Gary, 435-881-6071.

SURCOM ASSOCIATES
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TUNVVALL RADIO
SWITCH AND TRANSMITTER CONTROLLERS

AM/FM/MULTI-SWITCH AND CUSTOM DESIGNS
330.995.9642

www.tunwallradio.com

1-800-438-6040

SOL
e

www.scmsinc.com

HELP WANTED

Come and join aiguably the best broadcast company in the United States. Cox Media group invests in its
people, its facilites and in your career development. We have one of the finest benefit packages including 401k, medical/dental/vision care and ano-cost pension plan!
Be apart of one of the finest technical plants on the East Coast, with state of the art facilities including
the latest transmitters, audio consoles and audio processing. Technical redundancy is amaior part of
our success here. Here's an excellent opportunity for someone ready to grow and learn from the best
in the business.
Now to the qualifications we're looking for: A minimum of 5years experience as aradio broadcast
engineer with experience in transmitters, studio equipment. FCC rules, broadcast automation, audio processing, and wiring techniques.
Qualified candidate must have astrong ability to read technical drawings and schematics, interpret
manufacturer technical specifications and be able to communicate effectively both verbally and in writing with coworkers. SBE certification(s) is aplus, as is aminimum 2-yr Associate in Science aegree in a
technical field. IT. certifications ( i.e.: CompTia, Microsoft, Cisco, etc.) also aplus.
Qualified candidate will report directly to the Market Director of Engineering and will share in on-call
duties as well as be available after hours for emergencies, as required. Some work assisting the Director
of I.T. will be required. Acurrent and valid drivers license and transportation is required (we do reimburse
mileage related to business operations).
Email abrief cover letter outlining your goals, salary requirements and your availability along with aonesheet resume to: dennis.sloatman@coxinc.com (
no phone calls please).
Cox Media Group Richmond is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
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11435 Manderson Si. Omaha,

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS

FROM STOCK

Codecs, STL ( IP and 950), FM Transmitters,
Processors, Remote gear and more!

PLATE

BLOCKERS, new & rebuilt for Elcom,
Harris, CCA, CSI, MaVktrtin. Goodrich
NE 68164 402-493-1886
CGoodrich@tconl.com

HIGH ENERGY CERAMIC
CAPACITORS

Test Equipment Field Strength Meters,

COX MEDIA GROUP, RICHMOND

WANT TO SELL

ANTENNAS/

888 ,
7852900

THE AIR? NEED TO RENT? CALL Uen

ASSISTANT ENGINEER POSITION 2011

EQUIPMENT

Quality custom mapping and FCC
engineering consulting available.
www.v-soft.com ( 800)743-3684
ACOUSTICS

r %FF

AUTOMATION

4+ Find STL channels and plot paths with Microwave Pro"

AIR TIME FOR LEASE

RENTAL EQUIPMENT

WANT TO BUY
Collector wants to buy: old
vintage pro gears, compressor/limiter,
microphone,
mixing
consoles,
amplifiers, mic preamps, speakers, turntables, EQ working
or not, working transformers ( UTC Western Electric),
Fairchild, Western Electric,
Langevin,
RCA,
Gates,
Urei, Altec, Pultec, Collins.
Cash - pick up 773-339-9035.
2" plastic " spot" reels 6.5
or 8" diameter, as used for
quad video. Wayne, Audio
Village, 760-320-0728 or
audiovIg@gte.net.

Bilingual- Seeking employment on-air/behind
the scenes within programming/sports at abroadcasting firm. Spots knowledge/teams, technical,
boards, show prep, on-air, and production. Oscar,
214-339-0380 or o6carmartinez001@yahoo.com.

Great grasp of the basics of broadcasting:
On-air/prep, production, copywriting a'3ility. Grand
personality, social, knowledgeable, motvated, highenergy, plus catches on quickly. Trelv.s, 214-8540412 or Treg0707@gmail.com.

Enchanting, well- organized and flexible.
Ambitious talent desires position in radio industry.
Skillful in copywriting, traffic reporting, and/or production capabilities. Contact Rebecca, 302-887-6568
or darealsunny22@gmail.com.

High energy on-air talent, with strong knowledge of entertainment news/pep culture.
Extremely creative copywriting/show prep ability.
Passionate, witty, friendly, relatable, dependable
Miava, 817-323-5735.

Extremely personable and friendly. Organized
show prep. Ability to relate to audience, and natural
on- air delivery. Nctable technical skills with boardoperations/digital editing. Judah, 682-222-7522 or
jayjones100@hotrr ail.com.

Seeking on-air postion, country fo mat. Music
knowledge, some broadcast experience Television
Master Control Operator, DRS Radio Broadcas:
Software/Adobe Audition, plus Broadcast consoles/
mixers. Ray, 530-275-3367 or RAY1455gattnet.

Extremely sharp Production/Digital Editing abilities. Creative copywriting, and strong show prep.
Dedicated, frienc4, well-rounded, with good work
ethics, and quick study. Travon, 310-776-2052 or
travondj1@yahoo.i om.

Sports fanatic! Vast knowledge of sports/teams,
technically inclined plus good grasp Df basics of
broadcasting. Dependable, organized show/prep
abilities, good utility player! Bobby, 682 558-6216 oi
bobby_dorman30@yahoo.com.

Exuberant, quick witted, self-starter desires a
radio career. Great voice for On-Air/Production.
Endless creative copywriting and promotions capabilities. Plausible and ambitious. Contact Kelanna at
817-902-2320 or idanna_spiller@yahoo.com.

Zany, energetic, quick witted personality.
Experience in production, commercial and copywrit
ing, voice work. Open minded, zealots individual
Willing to relocate. Tyrell, 817-902-4585 or tyrell
spiller@gmail.com.
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Rebuilt Power Tubes 1/2 the cost of New!

CONC

Se blabia

esPaii oI

Tel: 800 532 6626 Web: www.econco.com
Intl + 1-530-662-7553 Fax: + 1-530-666-7760
MISCELLANEOUS,
CONT.
Looking for a broadcast
excerpt of a SanFrancisco
Giant's taped off of KSFO
radio from 1959, interviews
with Willie Mays, Dusty Rhodes
& some play by play excerpts,
also features a homerun by
Willie Mays and Felipe Alou
stealing second base, running
time is 18:02, also looking for SF
Giants games and/or highlights
from 1958-1978 also taped off
KSFO Radio. Ron, 925-284-5428
or ronwtamm@yahoo.com.

Looking for KFRC signoff
radio broadcast from 1930
Andy Potter, running time is
0:22 & also the KLX kitchen
the program guest is Susanne
Caygill, a discussion of women's affairs with a long promotion for Caygill's appearance
at a local store. Anne Truax,
Susanne Caygill, running time
is 13:44. Ron, 925-284-5428 or
email ronwtamm@yahoo.com.

TAX DEDUCTIBLE
EQUIPMENT
Non- Profit SCA-carried reading service for the blind is
looking for rack- mounted
SCA receiver and NOAA/EAS
encoder/decoder for monitoring/silent sense. Also in need
of equipment to interrupt audio
in the event of bad weather.
If your group has surplus SCA
receiver we can put it to good
use. If you're preparing to
replace your current EAS system with new CAP-compliant
equipment, don't relegate the

Looking for KTIM FM radio
shows from 1981-1984 if
possible unscoped. R Tamm,
925-284-5428 or ronwtamm@
yahoo.com.

old system to the dumpster.
For our needs, we only need
asystem for NOAA alerts. Our
station for the blind/disabled
will not carry live programming
and will be unattended outside
of business hours. If you have
this equipment gathering dust,
please email michael@recordinglibrary.org.

TUBES

Tubes
NEW & REBUILT
RPU. MOSFETS VACUUM CAPAC TORS SOCKETS

Pro-Tek

e iryd
RF

1
2
2
3.5+1.75
3.5
4
5
5
14+5
20
25
27.5
35

KW
KW
KW
KW HD
KW
KW
KW
KW
KW HD
KW
KW
KW
KW

2009
2001
2005
2007
2007
2007
1995
1991
2005
2005
1997
1988
1986

Crown FM1000E (demo), solid state
BE FM2-C, solid state
Harris Z2, solid state
BE FMi301, solid state
Harris ZX3500, solid state
BE FM4C, solid state
Continertal 815C, solid state
Harris HT5
BE Fmi1405 ( IBOC), solid state
BE FM20S, solid state
Harris HT25CD
Continertal 816R4B, solid state IPA
BE FM35A

KW
KW

1987
2006

Harris MW5B
Harris 3DX50 Destiny

("%,

FOR THE BEST PRICE

service on transmitting tubes &
sockets/parts, new & rebuilt call Goodrich
Ent. at 402-493-1886 day or night,
wvnv.goodrichenterprises.com
& 24 Hr

Haola tspañol

RF PARTS- CO.
We Export

Motorola • Toshiba

SGS . Thomson & Mitsubishi Semiconductors

800-737-2787

760-744-0700

OWL ENGINEERING, INC.

ContezeztaZ Dézentur.—.5
•

Consulting Communications Engineers
5844 Hamline Ave. N., Shoreview, MN 55126

crown

131-0ROCRST

651-784-7445

•AM/FM/NCE Applications

•Allocation and Upgrade Studies • Tower Detuning
•Pre- Purchase Inspections

94RRIS

•ANSI

• AM Directional Array, Design, Tuning and Proof

using Method

E-mail: infoeowleng.com

of Moments

" Member AFCCE"

GRAHAM BROCR, INC.

New TV Transmitters- Analog and Deal
OMB, Pineapple and Technalogix
VHF and UHF
IV Antennas
(10 W to 10 KW)
TV STL

BROADCAST TECHNICAL CONSULlANIS
Fula Semler From Antic:moo to

Serving
Since 1948

800-441-8454 • 215-938-7304 • FAX + 1-215-938-7361
www.fmamtv.com • E-mail: transcom@fmamtv.com

ISO 9001 Cert tied

• lntermodulation Studies

and NRSC Measurements • Radiation Hazard Evaluation and Measurements

Fan ( 6511784-7541

Exciters & Miscellaneous Eauioment
*New* 30W Synthesized exciters
Used Harris Digit 2nd Generation exciter
Used BE FXi250 FM & HD exciter with ENGINE card
Used BE XPi 10, HD Generator
Used Bird Wattmeter
Used Crown 075 Amplifier

0,

CONSULTANTS

Used AM Transmitters
5
50

4

EIMAC TAYLOR SVETLANA
New & Rebuilt Tubes - Same Day Shipping

TRANSCOM CORPORATION

Please visit our website,
www.lmamtv.com, for additional listings.

»

To Order 1-800-881-2374 • Outside US 05Z 592-7800 • Se

Se Habla Español

Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978
Transmitters and Broadcast Equipment for Radio & Television

ininineett.

geo

TRANSMITTERS/EXCITERS/TRANSLATORS

Used FM Transmitters

C Electronics
.Sir hues national Dnse iburor iit RI (

I)

Mullaney
Engineering. Inc.
lionboAKCI

9049 Shady Grove Court
Gaithersburg MD 20877
5011921-0115

Fax ( 301)590 9757
mullaneyvernoliengr corn

Operation AM/FSVIV/At'X Sen-ices:
liekl Wtflu Amenna and

The Choice of Successful
Broadcasters Since 1934

NEW POWER TUBES
Triodes
Tetrodes
Pentodes

Over 45 years engineering
and consulting eAperience

NEW SOCKETS &
REPLACEMENT PARIS

912-638-8028
202-393-5133

Worldwide Availability

www.granbrQçk

CCA AM 10,000 D — Call John
KQSS 928-595-0263 between
10 & 6PM Pacific Time.
CCA 20000D, gd cond, presently tuned to 96.7Mhz,
$6500; CCA 25000D, gd cond,
presently tuned to 92.9Mhz,
$7500; CCA 25000D, needs
work, nothing major, tuned to
97.3, $ 3000; Harris H3, gd cond,

presently tuned to 94.3, $ 3000;
Harris H3, needs work, presently tuned to 104.9, $ 1000;
Collins 1kW FM xmtr tuned
to 96.7, $ 1000; CCA 10000D,
presently tuned to 99.1, $ 2500;
CCA 10000D, presently tuned to
103.9, $ 2000; CSI 2.5kW tuned
to 99.1, $ 2000; Elcom Bauer
1kW xmtr, $ 750; CSI 2000kW
xmtr tuned to 94.3, works great,

Made in U.S.A.

$7500.Gary, 435-881-6071.
Harris ZD-24-HDS lboc ready,
ready for shipment. KIJN-FM,
972-931-6055.
QEI 30kW xmtr, gd cond,
$18000; CSI 12kW xmtr, gd
cond, $ 5000; pre wire shed
avail, avail Fall 2011. CHaynes,
601-218-5969.

Used 21.5kW Continental
816R — 2C FM transmitter,
currently on 104.1, 802B exciter
and upgraded solid state dual
IPA, also ERI SHPX-6E 6- bay
antenna, available immediately,
Minnesota area, rebuilt spare
tube, just removed from service.
Jack Hansen, 218-847-5624.

EVANS
ENGINEERING
SOLUTIONS

Ow , 30 years 07 ru r

•

'

FCC Applications • Design • .eid
•warade & Relocation Studies
Carection.. ,P,, ay ,a.na & R
,oOl

CALL 800-41411823
Intl ( 650) 592-1221
Fax ( 650) 592-9988
Visit our Web Site at
www.eimac.com

(2621518-0002
benettevansengsolutIons.com
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TRY, TRY AGAIN

TRANSMITTER POWER SUPPLIES
I commend you on your recent article "How
Transmitter Power Supplies Evolved" in the Feb. 1
issue.
Ienjoy reading articles of ahistorical nature, especially those that contain pictures from the period. It's
obvious James O'Neal spent many hours of careful
research and is well versed on the subject.

immomm
It adds perspective to see

... how early industry pioneers
attacked the challenges of
their day.
—Dave Russell
11111•11•111•1111111111•1111111111111
In an age when trade journals tend to focus exclusively on new products and trends, it adds perspective
to see where the technology evolved from and how
early industry pioneers attacked the challenges of their
day. Iwas so impressed with this article that Iforwarded it to my 83-year-old father, aham and director
of the local civil defense communications relay team.
I'm sure he will enjoy it also.
Dave Russell
Product Line Manager
MMW Radios
HXI Millimeter Wave Products
Harvard, Mass.
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Excellent article on transmitter power supplies.
While my father Art Non assisted in the construction
of the first WKY in Oklahoma City as ateenager, here
is another application of transmitter power supplies. At
age 18 in 1925, he went to work for Oklahoma Gas &

Jul) 1.2011

pletely blanked the receiver. They had to operate fast
between streetcars.
Ron Nott
Nott Ltd.
Farmington, N.M.

Electric Co., which had its headquarters in downv00
town Okie City. They communicated with
several power plants via CW
(Morse code), and he
,
was an operator.
Nee l \
'' e
I don't know how
much power they used,
nor the frequency; but for
the transmitter high-voltage
DC, they used asynchronous
rectifier. This consisted of a
synchronous motor driving a
disk about 6inches in diameter.
Half of the disk was conductive copper and the other half
hard black plastic insulation. A 31 eleis
• e.
«
pair of brushes made contact with
the disk as it rotated to close the
cuit on only the positive half waves
of AC from atransformer.
•
m
eyeHe said that on transmitter startup,
you turned on the switch to the sync
'en 1.4.•
motor and watched the plate voltmeter.
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If it went upward, you were OK; but
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if it went down you quickly turned off
suPei's
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the switch and then turned it back on.
ege
Sometimes it took several times, but evenge‘
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tually the meter would indicate upward.
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Radio World assumes no liability or inaccuracy.
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OPINION

It's Time for aLighthouse Protocol
Inventor Thinks Community Stations Would
Benefit From aMore Far- Reaching Concept

ICOMMENTARY
BY NICKOLAUS E. LEGGETT
The demand for community and
neighborhood broadcasting will not be
fully accommodated in the existing AM
and FM broadcasting bands. These frequency bands are too crowded in the
urban areas of the United States.
Thus it will be necessary to look for
new frequencies for local broadcasting.
The most promising frequency range is
the millimeter-wave frequencies (30 to
300 GHz).
This lightly-used band of frequencies
has a huge capacity to accommodate
communications including numerous
local radio broadcasting stations.
'7-,1811111111111Fe

Lighthouse protocol
broadcasting needs
additional development
before it is ready for
commercial use.
'
7
1111111M1
Millimeter-wave transmitters now in
use tend to be low in power, fed to very
high-gain antennas. This communication often is referred to as "pencil beam"
communication but it is not a natural
match for the omnidirectional transmissions used by broadcasters.
However, apencil beam can be converted into an omnidirectional broadcasting system by using arotating beam.
The high-gain transmitting antenna is
mounted so that it can be continuously
rotated in a similar manner to a plan
position indicator ( PPI) radar antenna.
The transmitting millimeter wave
beam would "paint" the surrounding
geographic area like an electronic lighthouse.
LIGHTHOUSE PROTOCOL
The neighborhood broadcasting station would transmit packets of digital program material to the broadcast
receivers. Each receiver would store the
packets and play the program material
to the listener.
The station would use a protocol
where the same set of packets would be
repeated for each beam-width around

the points of the compass.
For example, if the transmitting
antenna has a 10-degree beam-width,
it would transmit 36 repetitions of the
packet set. Each repetition would be at
adifferent compass direction to cover a
full 360 degrees.
The radio receivers would put the
packets together and play them out to
the listeners. This would result in the
program material being delayed somewhat from real time; but this would not
be amajor problem for most neighborhood broadcasting applications.
NEIGHBORHOOD BROADCASTING
A frequency range in the vicinity
of 60 GHz is desirable because the
atmosphere strongly absorbs these
transmitted signals. This will limit each
broadcaster to a single neighborhood
or modest-sized community. The same
channels can then be reused in anearby
community with no problem of interference. This absorption of the signals is
strong enough that you could have several reuses of a1,000-channel set within
a single metropolitan area such as the
New York City area.
Here at last you have aneighborhood
broadcasting system that can be used
in dense urban areas. This is acontrast
to the existing low-power FM ( LPFM)
broadcasting service, which has been
limited largely to rural areas by spectrum crowding concerns.
PROPAGATION ISSUES
Of course this new technology will
have some technical and developmental
challenges, such as propagation.
Millimeter-wave transmissions are
very much a line-of-sight process, like
light-wave transmission. Leaves of trees
can absorb the signals. As a result,
outdoor receiving antennas above the
roof line would be desirable for this
radio service. This could conflict with
the widespread prohibitions of external
antennas by homeowner associations
and condominiums.
Any FCC docket on millimeter-wave
broadcasting would have to address
these private regulations and their negative impact on this new broadcasting
opportunity.
ADDITIONAL SPECTRUM
If the millimeter waves do not provide enough spectrum, even higher frequencies can be used, such as infrared
light.
As we go higher in frequency, the
available capacity increases; we can cre-

360 degree
antenna sweep
pattern

\

If the transmitting antenna has a10degree beam-width, it would transmit
36 repetitions of the packet set.
ate asituation where there is no shortage
of frequencies available for this type of
broadcasting.
This is a stark contrast to the situation on the traditional AM, FM and
shortwave broadcast bands. In a lightwave version of lighthouse broadcasting, a low-power laser would serve as
the transmitter and a focusing mirror
with a light detector would serve as
the receiver. Standards would be established regulating the power of the laser
to reliably safe levels somewhere under
five milliwatts of output power.
DEVELOPING THE IDEA
At this point in time, lighthouse
protocol broadcasting needs additional
development before it is ready for commercial use. In this difficult economy,
there are not alot of development funds
available. This can be overcome by
using volunteer labor. Amateur radio
operators have built and operated radio
communications equipment up to 400
GHz. The amateur radio community can
be recruited to develop and test lighthouse communications, as Iwrote in the
2004 article "A ' Lighthouse' Protocol
for Random Microwave Contacts," published in the ARRL's "QEX: A Forum
for Communications Experimenters."
In addition, university engineering departments and graduate students
can be involved in the development of
lighthouse protocol broadcasting. Rapid
progress can be made because the protocol allows existing low-power millimeter wave transmitters to be used
for the initial experimental tests. Some
graduate degree theses can be devoted
to different aspects of the development.
Nickolaus Leggett is an electronics
technician, analyst, technical writer and
inventor. He holds three U.S. patents.
He was one of the original petitioners
for the low-power FM radio broadcasting service.
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40 ariaPdEesa' wTieline IP audio codecs simplify connections over 3G networks with codec software that automatically
configures a codec for any of 188 networks currently supported in 55 countries.
Coupled with one touch dialing, it ha; never been simpler to connect and broadcast I
P audio over

Bob Mayben
Art White
Jim Peck
Bernie O'Brien
Pam Leffler
John Lackness
Mary Schnelle
Doug Tharp
Ric Goldstein
Lily Massari
Art Reed
Bob Eburg

877-391-2650 Mid- South
770-632-1295 South-Atlantic
315-623-7655 North-East
731-695-1714 Central
513-376-8600 North Central
877-390-7267 South-West
513-899-3036 Mid-West
866-673-9267 West Coast
877-640-8205 Pro Audio
760-650-1427 Latin America
800-732-7665 Bradley Div.
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"With the AirAura, THUNDER sounds more thunderous..."
It's not often that management and engineering are in total agreement. It's even more unusual
when the top dog is aCPA who is the GM AND the CFO. That's Richard T. Morena, Principal of Press
Communications, LLC. He and George M. Kowal, his Assistant Chief Engineer, see eye to eye (or ear to
ear) when it comes to their on- air sound. Press Communications, LLC is located in Arbitron Market # 51
and broadcasts on the simulcast 106.3FM/106.5FM (THUNDER 106) from Atlantic City to NYC. That's
why they've got apair of Vorsis AirAura processors taking care of business at THUNDER 106.
"Sure, WE can hear the difference immediately. But when our LISTENERS cal: to tell us how great we
sound, we know we're onto something big. With the AirAura, THUNDER sounds more thunderous and
THAT is something that really shakes up our bottom line," says Richard Morena. " We LIKE that!"
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Exclusive Vorsis AirAura
Audio Processing Technology:
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+AirAura Distortion- Managed Final Clipper
+ Fine Grain Processing
+Sweet Spot Technology
+Vorsis Bass Management System - v2.0
+Smart Stereo Enhancement
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Learn how AirAura can add abit of thunder to your station. Contact Vorsis today and shake up YOUR boUorn
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SUPER DIGITAL AUDIO SPECTRAL PROCESSER

